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ABSTRACT

BERT produces state-of-the-art solutions for many natural language processing tasks at

the cost of interpretability. As works discuss the value of BERT’s attention weights to this

purpose, we contribute with an attention-based interpretability framework to identify the

most influential words for stance classification using BERT-based models. Unlike related

work, we develop a broader level of interpretability focused on the overall model behavior

instead of single instances. We aggregate tokens’ attentions into words’ attention weights

that are more meaningful and can be semantically related to the domain. We propose

attention metrics to assess words’ influence in the correct classification of stances. We

use three case studies related to COVID-19 to assess the proposed framework in a broad

experimental setting encompassing six datasets and four BERT pre-trained models for

Portuguese and English languages, resulting in sixteen stance classification models.

Through establishing five different research questions, we obtained valuable insights on

the usefulness of attention weights to interpret stance classification that allowed us to

generalize our findings. Our results are independent of a particular pre-trained BERT

model and comparable to those obtained using an alternative baseline method. High

attention scores improve the probability of finding words that positively impact the model

performance and influence the correct classification (up to 82% of identified influential

words contribute to correct predictions). The influential words represent the domain and

can be used to identify how the model leverages the arguments expressed to predict a

stance.

Keywords: Interpretability. BERT. Attention. Stance classification.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Models based on the Transformer architecture (VASWANI et al., 2017), particu-

larly BERT (DEVLIN et al., 2019), have obtained state-of-the-art results with different

natural-language processing (NLP) tasks, such as text classification, question answering,

or translation (YILMAZ et al., 2019; GHOSH et al., 2019; GIORGIONI et al., 2020;

KAWINTIRANON; SINGH, 2021; DAUDERT, 2021; WANG et al., 2021). BERT has

significantly changed the NLP landscape. The great variety of pre-trained models with

corpora in various languages (e.g., Portuguese, English), of different sizes (e.g., base,

large), and shapes (e.g., cased, uncased), has allowed the development of BERT models

that, through fine-tuning using specific domain datasets, can achieve high-performance

results.

Nevertheless, BERT performance benefits have come at the cost of interpretabil-

ity (TENNEY; DAS; PAVLICK, 2019; ROGERS; KOVALEVA; RUMSHISKY, 2020).

According to Molnar (2019), interpretability is the degree to which a person can under-

stand the reasons for a prediction produced by a Machine Learning (ML) model. Inter-

pretability intends to provide the users with insights to understand the results obtained

by a model, which can further help perform modifications. There have been attempts to

adapt existing ML interpretability techniques to BERT, such as TranSHAP (KOKALJ et

al., 2021) or TSESE (AYOUB; YANG; ZHOU, 2021), based on SHAP (LUNDBERG;

LEE, 2017); and Captum1, which relies on Integrated Gradients (SUNDARARAJAN;

TALY; YAN, 2017).

Another trend has been to leverage BERT’s attention weights for interpretability

purposes. The attention weights are provided by the multiple internal attention heads

that are central to BERT’s underlying Transformer architecture. Several studies have ex-

pressed contradictory opinions, highlighting the pros and cons of using these values for

interpretability (JAIN; WALLACE, 2019; WIEGREFFE; PINTER, 2019; SERRANO;

SMITH, 2019; VASHISHTH et al., 2019; BAI et al., 2021). In addition, BERT has a large

number of attention weights internally, which makes it difficult to interpret them. Some

proposals have tried to consolidate these values (ABNAR; ZUIDEMA, 2020; CHEFER;

GUR; WOLF, 2021) or provide a way to visualize them intuitively (VIG, 2019). How-

ever, these works have two main limitations. First, they are targeted at instance-level

interpretability, making it hard to identify patterns in the overall predictions made by the

1https://captum.ai/
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model. Second, these techniques focus on tokens, which are often meaningless parts of

words, making it difficult to make sense of the attention weights in terms of the real-world

semantics.

This work addresses stance classification, i.e., the task of identifying the posi-

tion (e.g., in favor, against) expressed by a person on an issue under evaluation (AL-

DAYEL; MAGDY, 2021), in which BERT-based models have achieved state-of-the-art re-

sults (GIORGIONI et al., 2020; KAWINTIRANON; SINGH, 2021). Our research group

has investigated stances regarding issues underlying the COVID-19 pandemics (i.e., vac-

cination, social isolation) and how they are influenced by political polarization (EBEL-

ING et al., 2020a; EBELING et al., 2021b; EBELING et al., 2022). The main objective

of this work is to investigate how attention mechanisms can be leveraged to understand

the stances predictions made by BERT models.

The present work proposes an interpretability framework to identify the most in-

fluential words for stances predicted using BERT models. The framework is focused on

the overall model and thus, relates an attention score (Absolute Attention) to words that

are significant within a set of documents in order to identify the most important ones for

the classification (Influential Words). We also propose a metric (Proportional Attention

Weight) to identify the influential words that contribute the most to the correct classifi-

cation of instances (Positive Influential Words). Our framework starts from the tokens’

weights collected for each instance according to the method in (CHEFER; GUR; WOLF,

2021), and develops a broader level of interpretability by:

• relating tokens’ attention weights to their original words in each instance;

• aggregating the words’ attention scores in individual instances to create an overall

word-influence measure regarding the predictions made by the model.

To assess the proposed interpretability framework, we considered a wide experi-

mental setting involving three case studies of stances expressed on Twitter on issues about

the COVID-19 pandemic. We derived six datasets and deployed four BERT pre-trained

models to address the English and Portuguese languages. Our experiments aim to answer

the following research questions:

• RQ1: Does the choice of a BERT pre-trained model influence the results?

• RQ2: Do the Influential words contribute to the correct predictions?

• RQ3: Are the Influential words representative of the domain and stances?
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• RQ4: Does the vocabulary in BERT pre-trained models affect the quality of the

results?

• RQ5: How does the proposed interpretability framework compare to Captum’s Se-

quence Classification Explainer?

Our results were encouraging. Very similar words with the highest absolute atten-

tion were found when comparing pairs of models trained in the same dataset, revealing

that the results are not dependent on a particular pre-trained BERT model. We also found

that the words with a high absolute attention score tend to positively influence the correct

classification. We observed that each model’s influential words represent the dataset’s

domain and can be related to the topics and arguments expressed by the respective polar-

ized stances. We also confirmed that the influential words for the (correct) classification

were not affected by the characteristics of BERT-models vocabularies (i.e., size, content).

Finally, we found a statistically significant alignment between our interpretability frame-

work’s results and the ones obtained using Captum’s Sequence Classification Explainer,

an alternative interpretability model.

With preliminary results presented in (SÁENZ; BECKER, 2021) and (SáENZ;

BECKER, 2021), the main contributions of this dissertation are:

• An interpretability framework to identify the most influential words for stances

predicted using BERT models, leveraging internal attention weights. Unlike related

work (CHEFER; GUR; WOLF, 2021; ABNAR; ZUIDEMA, 2020; VIG, 2019), it

provides a broader level of interpretability focused on the overall model behavior

against a test dataset. It also aggregates tokens into words that can be semantically

related to the domain, and propose metrics to measure the influence of words in

(correct) predictions;

• A broad set of quantitative and statistical experiments involving different case

studies, datasets, BERT pre-trained models, and metrics to assess the proposed

attention-based framework. The results provide valuable insights and patterns that

allow us to generalize our findings, contributing with further evidence on the value

of attention weights for the interpretability of BERT models for stance classifica-

tion.

The rest of this work is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents the theoretical

foundation necessary to understand different aspects of our research. Chapter 3 reviews
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related work in this area. Chapter 4 describes the case studies of stances on issues about

COVID-19. Chapter 5 details the proposed interpretability framework and illustrates its

use with a proof of concept. Chapter 6 describes the configuration, method, and results of

the experiments performed. Finally, Chapter 7 draws conclusions, limitations and points

out to future work.
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2 THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

This chapter describes the aspects of BERT and attention weights that are relevant

to this work. It also addresses existing interpretability methods for ML. Finally, it details

the metrics used to assess our interpretability framework.

2.1 BERT

According to Devlin et al. (2019), BERT is a bidirectional model based on the

Transformer architecture (VASWANI et al., 2017) that replaces the sequential nature

of recurrent networks with a much faster attention-based approach. BERT works as a

Masked-Language model (i.e., a language representation model) allowing to perform

different NLP tasks and obtaining state-of-the-art results (KAWINTIRANON; SINGH,

2021; GIORGIONI et al., 2020).

2.1.1 Pre-trained BERT models

Pre-trained models are BERT instances that have passed for a Masked-language

modeling process where they were trained in general NLP tasks (e.g., sentence predic-

tion) using an extensive corpus of texts (e.g., the original BERT model was trained using

approximately 3,300M words, according to its authors). The result is a language repre-

sentation model that can be later fine-tuned using a smaller dataset to perform an specific

task. This approach, known as a type of transfer learning, makes BERT fine-tuning sim-

pler and faster than traditional neural networks training methods, as the most complex

model settings are already configured during pre-training. This frees users from substan-

tial task-specific architecture modifications and allows them to use smaller training data

sets when developing ML models, requiring them only to design the fine-tuning process.

The present study evaluates the proposed interpretability framework considering

the English and Portuguese languages. It uses pre-trained models in those languages and

variations in terms of word-casing.

The pre-trained models used in our work are:

• BERT (“bert-base-uncased")1: Presented in (DEVLIN et al., 2019), it is a non-
1https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
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case-sensitive model for the English language pre-trained using the BookCorpus2

and the English Wikipedia3. This model is used in this work for the case study

focused on English tweets.

• BERT Multilingual cased (“bert-base-multilingual-cased")4: Presented in (DE-

VLIN et al., 2019), it is a case-sensitive model pre-trained on the 104 languages

with the largest Wikipedias5. This model is used in this research for the case stud-

ies focused on Portuguese tweets.

• BERT Multilingual uncased (“bert-base-multilingual-uncased")6: Presented in

(DEVLIN et al., 2019), it is a non-case-sensitive model pre-trained on the 104 lan-

guages with the largest Wikipedias. As the datasets used to evaluate the presented

framework were lower-cased, this model is used in this study to gather insights if

its results are different from its cased counterpart.

• BERTimbau (“bert-base-portuguese-cased")7: Proposed in (SOUZA;

NOGUEIRA; LOTUFO, 2020), it is a case-sensitive model for Brazilian

Portuguese, pre-trained with the “BrWaC (Brazilian Web as Corpus)" (FILHO et

al., 2018). This research uses this model since it reported state-of-the-art results

for different NLP tasks on Brazilian Portuguese.

2.1.2 Tokenizers

BERT models need numerical data to process the inputs they receive. They use a

tokenizer that converts the input texts into sets of tokens and then associates them with

numerical values. The pre-trained BERT models have a fixed vocabulary that contains

various tokens identified in the pre-training corpus (i.e., dictionary). If a word in an input

text received by BERT is contained in the vocabulary, it is considered a single token.

Otherwise, the word is divided into several tokens using the WordPiece algorithm (WU et

al., 2016).

The use of tokens has some limitations. First, tokens do not necessarily have a

2https://yknzhu.wixsite.com/mbweb
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_Wikipedia
4https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-cased
5https://github.com/google-research/bert/blob/master/multilingual.md#list-of-languages
6https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-uncased
7https://huggingface.co/neuralmind/bert-base-portuguese-cased
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meaning per se. Their relevance in the domain can only be analyzed if the context of the

word they were contained is identified. Also, the same token can belong to more than one

word. For instance, in the BERTimbau pre-trained model’s dictionary, the word “vacina”

(vaccine) is not present. Hence, it is decomposed and subsequently explored by BERT as

three tokens: “va”, “##ci’ ’ and “##na”. Notice that those tokens can be part of different

words, such as “vacinação" (vaccination) and other words.

Figure 2.1 shows the tokenization process of a textual input, which ends with a

numerical set of “token ids". Notice that the tokenization process generates two special

tokens: [SEP] and [CLS]. The former is used as the separator of sentences for other tasks

such as Sentence Prediction. The latter summarizes the whole input obtaining a sentence-

level representation used for the text classification task.

Figure 2.1: BERT Tokenization process

Source: (ALAMMAR, 2018)

This work addresses the tokens limitations by proposing an interpretability frame-

work that analyzes the influence of meaningful words instead of tokens, in the scope of

the stance classification task.

2.1.3 Text classification using BERT

One of the NLP tasks for which BERT is very effective is text classification. As

already described, fine-tuning BERT models allows obtaining vectorial representations of

the texts received as input for the model. These representations can be used to train and

evaluate different traditional ML algorithms for text classification through the token with
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input text information focused on it ([CLS]).

One possibility is to use traditional ML algorithms, such as Random Forest, Lo-

gistic Regression, K-Nearest Neighbors, among others. For instance, in (SÁENZ; DIAS;

BECKER, 2020; SÁENZ; DIAS; BECKER, 2021), we use BERT’s [CLS] embeddings,

obtained from the last layer of the network, and those traditional algorithms for classifying

fake news.

Another alternative is to use BertForSequenceClassification, a BERT model spe-

cialized in text classification provided by the transformers8 package in Python. This

model has the same architecture as its original version, with a final additional classifi-

cation layer. It receives the same input as the traditional BERT model and outputs the

scores for the prediction labels. The label with the greatest score is the predicted label

for each instance. Our previous work applying BERT for stance classification (SÁENZ;

BECKER, 2021) proved that the fine-tuned BertForSequenceClassification model obtains

better results compared to a set of traditional ML algorithms.

In this work, we use BertForSequenceClassification for the stance classification

task.

2.2 Attention mechanism

BERT models are based on the Transformer architecture (VASHISHTH et al.,

2019). Its use of the attention mechanism is responsible for the great performance and

speed to train these type of models. Attention mechanisms model the dependencies be-

tween the parts of a text regardless of the distance between them. As shown in Figure 2.2,

the Transformer model internally has several sets of attention mechanisms called “heads".

These are distributed throughout all the layers of the architecture.

In BERT, the attention mechanisms perform the so-called "self-attention", which

analyzes the interdependence between all the possible pairs of tokens of each textual in-

put, assigning some "attention weight". BERT defines and adjusts attention weights in

each layer and head, giving a higher weight to the tokens that it considers the most im-

portant ones for the task. These attention weights have been analyzed by various works,

obtaining insights about the knowledge they have coded internally (ROGERS; KOVAL-

EVA; RUMSHISKY, 2020).

In this work, our proposed interpretability framework leverages the attention

8https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/
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weights assigned to each input of a BERT model for stance classification.

Figure 2.2: The Transformer architecture

Source: (VASHISHTH et al., 2019)

2.3 ML/DL Interpretability

Molnar (2019) describes interpretability as “the degree to which a user can under-

stand the results obtained from an ML model". Considering an ML engineer developing

a model as the user, we can affirm that it is more interpretable than others if it is easier

for the user to understand its behavior. The same concept can be applied to DL (Deep

Learning) algorithms, which are harder to understand due to the many layers and settings.

Interpretability is sometimes referenced as “explainability", a term also commonly

used concerning mechanisms that allow understanding the predictions of ML/DL models

(e.g., XAI: Explainable Artificial Intelligence9). Despite the different definitions for both

9https://www.darpa.mil/program/explainable-artificial-intelligence
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terms in the literature (RUDIN, 2019; LIPTON, 2018; MARCINKEVIČS; VOGT, 2020),

in this research, we follow the decision made in other studies (CARVALHO; PEREIRA;

CARDOSO, 2019; MILLER, 2019; MOLNAR, 2019), considering both terms as equiva-

lent and that can be used interchangeably.

Molnar (2019) also proposes a taxonomy for interpretability based on the scope

of the mechanisms to provide explanations:

• Local Interpretability: mechanisms targeted at answering the question “Why did the

model make a certain prediction for an instance?". It analyzes the trained model’s

behavior focused only on single instances;

• Global Interpretability: mechanisms targeted at answering the question “How does

the trained model make predictions?". It analyzes the trained model’s behavior

using a whole evaluation dataset (i.e., multiple instances).

In this work, Local Interpretability is called instance-level interpretability, while

Global Interpretability is called model-level interpretability. The latter is the type of in-

terpretability addressed in the proposed framework for BERT based stance classification.

In the remaining of this section, we describe some well-known interpretability

methods.

2.3.1 LIME

LIME (Local interpretable model-agnostic explanations) (RIBEIRO; SINGH;

GUESTRIN, 2016) is a “surrogate model" (i.e., a model used to obtain an explanation

from a black-box model) targeted at interpreting individual predictions. It generates a

new dataset composed of multiple modifications made to the input instance under anal-

ysis and the predictions obtained by the black-box model to be interpreted. This dataset

will be used to train an interpretable model (e.g., a decision tree), weighted by a measure

of similarity between each disturbed instance and the original instance. Finally, the inter-

pretability of the whole black-box model is reduced to the interpretation of the surrogate

model, making it easier to understand the prediction.

LIME is an example of a mechanism for instance-level interpretability. By reduc-

ing the interpretability to the space of the surrogate model, this technique allows obtaining

a good local interpretation of the model’s behavior against individual instances. Figure 2.3
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presents an example of a LIME explanation for a text classification instance predicted by

two algorithms (on each side). The visualization makes it possible to identify the words

most/least associated with the predicted class and which ones contributed the most.

Figure 2.3: Example of LIME explanation for text classification

Source: Ribeiro, Singh e Guestrin (2016)

LIME does not allow the analysis of the model as a whole (i.e., model-level inter-

pretability). Another limitation is that this method is not always trustworthy, as the expla-

nations obtained for two very similar disturbed instances can vary greatly (ALVAREZ-

MELIS; JAAKKOLA, 2018), and they can be manually modified to hide biases (SLACK

et al., 2020).

2.3.2 SHAP

SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) (LUNDBERG; LEE, 2017) is also an in-

terpretability method for individual predictions, which calculates the contribution of each

input attribute in an obtained prediction.

SHAP analyzes single instances through the calculation of Shapley values (SHAP-

LEY, 1988), which rely on the coalitional game theory. These values provide information

about the contribution of each instance’s features to the obtained prediction by verifying

the variations of the results when introducing modifications in the input data. In contrast

to LIME, SHAP settles in solid game theory, making it a more reliable method.

Although SHAP is also targeted at instance-level interpretability, it can also be

used to do a global analysis of models by aggregating the Shapley values calculated for

every instance. This allows creating model-level interpretability methods, leveraging fea-

tures’ importance, dependence, interactions, clustering, and summary plots.
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Figure 2.4.(a) presents a visualization for the interpretability of a single instance

using SHAP, using colors to indicate a positive or negative association of the words in

the text with the predicted class. On the other hand, Figure 2.4.(b) shows a model-level

interpretability example, where each word in the bar chart has a degree of association

(i.e., the average impact on model output magnitude), represented by a color, to a class

predicted by the model.

Figure 2.4: SHAP instance-level and model-level interpretability examples

(a) Example of SHAP for instance-level interpretability

Source: (LUNDBERG; LEE, 2017)10

(b) Example of SHAP for model-level interpretability

Source: (LI, 2019)

A frequently mentioned disadvantage is that SHAP is slow, as the Shapley values

on which it relies are computationally expensive. It can also be intentionally manipulated

to hide biases (SLACK et al., 2020), which affects the user receiving the explanation.

In this work, we also aggregate the coefficients related to the instance-level to

be able to interpret the behavior of the classification model. Since we work with BERT

models, we use attention weights instead of Shapley values.
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2.3.3 Captum

Captum (“comprehension" in Latin) is a Python library for the interpretability of

ML/DL models. Captum’s models can be used for many applications, including BERT’s

interpretability.

The Captum package for the interpretability of BERT is called transformers-

interpret11. It relies on Integrated Gradients (SUNDARARAJAN; TALY; YAN, 2017)

and Layer Integrated Gradients, a variation of the former, as its core attribution meth-

ods used to assign an attribution score to each input feature based on its influence on the

prediction. The transformers-interpret package presents different interpretability mecha-

nisms for various BERT models depending on the task.

The Sequence Classification Explainer is the interpretability model intended to

be used for BertForSequenceClassification. It assigns attributions scores to the words

of a certain input in a prediction obtained by a BertForSequenceClassification model.

The scores can be positive or negative, where high positive values mean that the word is

closely associated with the predicted class (i.e., positive contribution), and low negative

values mean that the word is closely associated with a class different from the predicted

one (i.e., negative contribution).

Figure 2.5 shows an example of the Sequence Classification Explainer for

instance-level interpretability. Considering the green and red colors, one can notice the

positive and negative attributions scores, in the fourth column, for each of the words in the

sentence allowing the identification of the ones most associated with the predicted class.

Figure 2.5: Captum’s Sequence Classification Explainer example

Source: (CAPTUM, 2022)

Captum’s Sequence Classification Explainer handles the problem of analyzing

tokens that are meaningless for interpreting the classification, enabling one to focus on

11https://github.com/cdpierse/transformers-interpret
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words instead. However, it is still restricted to instance-level interpretability, not allow-

ing the model’s global behavior interpretation. In addition, Integrated Gradients, central

to this method, have been criticized as they require a specific baseline configuration to

provide reliable feature contribution insights (MADSEN et al., 2021).

The Sequence Classification Explainer from Captum is a baseline method used to

compare our results obtained using attention weights.

2.4 Evaluation metrics

This section describes the metrics used in our experiments.

2.4.1 Performance metrics

In classification tasks, such as the one addressed in this work, models are tradition-

ally evaluated using metrics that rely on a confusion matrix. For example, as illustrated

in Table 2.4.1 for a binary classification problem, the confusion matrix is composed of:

• True positives (TP): Total predictions where the predicted class is positive, equal to

the expected class.

• False Positives (FP): Total predictions where the predicted class is positive, different

from the expected negative class.

• True negatives (TN): Total predictions where the predicted class is negative, equal

to the expected class.

• False negatives (FN): Total predictions where the predicted class is negative, differ-

ent from the expected class.

Table 2.1: Confusion matrix example for binary classification
Predicted Value
Class A Class B

Expected
Value

Class A TP FN
Class B FP TN

Good models are the ones that maximize the TP and TN obtained, minimizing the

FP and FN. For classification problems with more than one class, these values are rela-

tivized to each specific class, considering it as positive and the other classes as negative.
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For example, for a given class i, T Pi is the number of predictions where the predicted class

i was equal to the expected class i. At the same time, FNi is the number of predictions

where the predicted class differed from the expected class i.

From the confusion matrix, and taking as n the total number of instances and i as

the class under evaluation, different metrics can be calculated:

• Accuracy: is the total number of hits of the model, and it is used to evaluate its

behavior as a whole. Its calculation is presented in the Equation 2.1;

Acc =
∑T Pi +∑T Ni

n
(2.1)

• Precision: is the proportion of times the model was correct when predicting a class

i. It allows recognizing how accurate the model is with respect to all the predictions

it makes about a given class i. It is calculated using the Equation 2.2;

Preci =
T Pi

T Pi +FPi
(2.2)

• Recall: is the proportion of times the model hit a class i out of all the times it was

expected to predict that class. It serves to recognize how accurate the model is with

respect to all the expected predictions about a class. Its calculation is described in

the Equation 2.3;

Reci =
T Pi

T Pi +FNi
(2.3)

• F1-measure: is the weighted harmonic mean of the precision and recall. It com-

bines these two metrics in order to evaluate both aspects addressed by these metrics

at the same time. The Equation 2.4 describes its calculation.

F1i =
2∗Preci ∗Reci

Preci +Reci
(2.4)

For all these metrics, values closer to 1 indicate better performance.

The Precision, Recall, and the F1-measure metrics allow the analysis of the

model’s performance against each class i individually. There are aggregation metrics

to evaluate the model’s performance considering all classes, such as weighted average,

micro average and macro average. The weighted average calculates the average of the
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results of each class and adds them, weighting each value with the proportion of instances

of the class and dividing the result by the total number of instances. This way of aggregat-

ing the results also allows dealing with datasets where the number of instances per class

is unbalanced. We adopted this aggregation metric in our work.

2.4.2 Ranking metrics

The analyses performed also compare how our interpretability framework ranks

influential words and compares them with other word influence/relevance techniques

(e.g., TF-IDF, Captum scores). For this purpose, some common metrics in information re-

trieval and ranking algorithms performance evaluations are used (MANNING; RAGHA-

VAN; SCHüTZE, 2008).

• Precision@k: is the number of at most k documents that are considered relevant

according to a proposed method and a baseline method simultaneously, divided by

k. The Equation 2.5 describes its calculation.

Prec@k=
#(Proposed method relevant documents)∩#(Baseline relevant documents)

k
(2.5)

• R-Precision: is the number of documents that are considered relevant according to

a proposed method and a baseline method simultaneously, divided by the number

R of influential documents based on the baseline. This measure is very similar to

the Precision@k, but uses a restricted number of R relevant documents obtained by

a baseline used to compare a method. The calculation of this metric is the same as

Equation 2.5 with R taking the place of k;

• NDCG@k: The Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) is a ranking

measure that compares documents rankings according to a proposed method with

a baseline. This measure does not consider the absence of relevant documents in

the ranking under evaluation. It only verifies that documents’ positions in a ranking

according to one method are equal to or very close to their position according to

a baseline method. The NDCG@k performs the comparison described for a set of

k ranked documents, allowing them to be compared for different cut-offs defined
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by k. The calculation of this metric can be seen in Equation 2.6, there, Q repre-

sents the set of k ranked documents based on a method on evaluation, R( j,d) is the

ranking d received by a document j from a baseline ranking method, and Zk j is a

normalization factor calculated to make it so that a perfect ranking’s NDCG is 1.

NDCG(Q,k) =
1
|Q|

|Q|

∑
j=1

Zk j

k

∑
m=1

2R( j,m)−1
log2(1+m)

(2.6)

For all of these ranking metrics, values closer to 1 indicate that the results are more

similar, while values closer to 0 mean they are different.

The experiments in this work focus on (influential) words rather than (relevant)

documents. Thus, in our context:

• the Precision@k metric is used to obtain the proportion of words that are simulta-

neously influential according to the proposed technique and a baseline technique to

verify how similar the obtained results are;

• the R-Precision metric is used with baseline methods where the number of influen-

tial words is minimal and varies based on the different models under analysis, as is

the case of the comparison made with the BERTopic’s “Topic words";

• the NDCG@k metric complements the Precision@k results, determining if the or-

der of the words ranked by the proposed method is similar to those obtained through

a baseline method.
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3 RELATED WORK

This chapter generally describes the works in stance classification, BERT inter-

pretability, and usefulness of attention weights to give a better idea of the scenario in

which this research arises.

3.1 Stance classification

Stance classification has been addressed using ML/DL supervised algorithms such

as Logistic Regression (TSAKALIDIS et al., 2018; KUCHER et al., 2020), SVM (LAI

et al., 2020), artificial neural networks (ZHANG et al., 2019), LSTM (WEI; LIN; MAO,

2018; VANTA; AONO, 2020), and Gaussian Processes (LUKASIK et al., 2019), among

others.

However, state-of-the-art results have been achieved using BERT (POPAT et al.,

2019; GHOSH et al., 2019; GIORGIONI et al., 2020; KAWINTIRANON; SINGH,

2021). As described in Section 2.1.3, BERT models are pre-trained using large unlabeled

corpora, which makes them able to create embeddings (i.e., vector representations) that

summarize syntactical and semantical relationships on the input received without mak-

ing special configurations on the model. These vector representations can then be used

to train different classification algorithms for stance classification. This ease of use and

their power to represent knowledge from text allow BERT models to obtain outstanding

results.

3.2 BERT’s Intepretability

Despite the excellent results in many NLP applications, BERT-based models are

black boxes, and thus it is not easy to identify the influential features for classification.

Moreover, the works with state-of-the-art results in applications apart from stance classifi-

cation, such as document retrieval (YILMAZ et al., 2019), fake news detection (SÁENZ;

DIAS; BECKER, 2021), or sentiment analysis (DAUDERT, 2021; WANG et al., 2021),

do not make efforts to tackle this limitation.

The remaining of this section will describe some methods that have been applied

to provide interpretability to BERT models.
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3.2.1 Feature-based Interpretability

One method applied to understand BERT is the Integrated Gradients (SUN-

DARARAJAN; TALY; YAN, 2017), which are present in modern interpretability methods

such as the Captum package, previously described in Section 2.3.3. As detailed, Captum’s

Sequence Classification Explainer model allows analyzing the contribution of each input

word in an instance for BERT’s prediction. This model can be used to develop visualiza-

tions of the words contributions scores as presented in Figure 2.5. However, Integrated

Gradients have been criticized as they require a specific baseline configuration to pro-

vide reliable feature contribution insights (MADSEN et al., 2021), making them harder

to implement.

Other studies use SHAP (LUNDBERG; LEE, 2017) to develop their interpretabil-

ity mechanisms. TransSHAP (KOKALJ et al., 2021) performs feature contribution anal-

ysis of BERT models’ predictions using the SHAP technique. They present an enhanced

visualization (Figure 3.1) for a better understanding of the results, which is then assessed

using a survey for the users.

Figure 3.1: TransSHAP visualization of prediction explanations for negative sentiment

Source: (KOKALJ et al., 2021)

Ayoub, Yang e Zhou (2021) also uses SHAP to provide interpretability to BERT

models. Through the technique they proposed, they evaluate the contribution of each

feature (i.e., word) analyzed at instance-level (i.e., a misinformation claim). SHAP re-

sults, the predicted instance, and the prediction itself are presented in a visualization, as

illustrated in Figure 3.2.

SHAP has the limitation that it tends to be computationally expensive (MADSEN

et al., 2021). Additionally, all these works, including Captum’s Sequence Classification
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Figure 3.2: Text + SHAP Explanation

Source: Ayoub, Yang e Zhou (2021)

Explainer are limited to analyzing only individual instances and not the entire model

behavior.

3.2.2 Attention-based Interpretability

3.2.2.1 Attention weights and Interpretability

Attention mechanisms are central to the Transformer’s architecture and critical to

the excellent performance of BERT-based models. Nevertheless, there is no consensus on

the value of attention weights for interpretability, mostly due to the insufficient knowl-

edge of how BERT understands and represents the syntactic, semantic, and linguistic pat-

terns it leverages for NLP (TENNEY; DAS; PAVLICK, 2019; ROGERS; KOVALEVA;

RUMSHISKY, 2020).

Works such as (JAIN; WALLACE, 2019; SERRANO; SMITH, 2019) developed

experiments on the variation of the results when altering the attention weights, concluding

that these mechanisms do not contribute to interpretability.

In the opposite direction, Wiegreffe e Pinter (2019) strongly argue that exper-

iments rejecting the value of attention weights for interpretability are not sufficient evi-

dence to rule out their value. Vashishth et al. (2019) performed different NLP experiments

and found proof that the attention weights do serve for interpretability and are correlated

with feature-importance metrics.

Bai et al. (2021) claim that the combinatorial shortcuts in the Transformers archi-

tecture make it hard to provide interpretability through attention mechanisms, proposing

two methods to mitigate this issue, which unfortunately requires advanced knowledge of
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the intrinsics of BERT neural networks. This limits the usability of this method for users

less skilled in the inner workings of BERT.

All these works motivate us to analyze the value of attention weights for the inter-

pretability of BERT-based stance classification models.

3.2.2.2 BERT’s interpretability methods using attention weights

A significant concern is how the attention weights are assigned to tokens during

the training. First, the Transformer architecture relies on various sets of attention weights

(i.e., “heads"), distributed throughout the network layers pointing to different parts of the

inputs that are finally combined to produce a final attention weight (i.e. “multi-head atten-

tion"). Thus, the relationship between the input, the attention weights, and the outcomes

of the model is not straightforward (ROGERS; KOVALEVA; RUMSHISKY, 2020). Sec-

ond, BERT processes the input text as tokens rather than words, as discussed in Sec-

tion 2.1.2. Thus the attention weights are assigned over these items, which are more

difficult to understand outside the model.

Related work addresses these challenges by providing visualization tools and

mechanisms to consolidate the weights. Bertviz (VIG, 2019), as illustrated in Figure 3.3,

allows visualizing the attention of the tokens in a text under different perspectives but al-

ways considers each attention weight relative to a given layer and head, which is difficult

to be understood by a non-expert user.

Figure 3.3: Example of Attention-head view for BERT

Source: (VIG, 2019)

Some studies have made efforts to condense the multiple attention weights in

BERT to produce a value that summarizes the information produced by these coefficients.

Abnar e Zuidema (2020) proposed two strategies to condense the attention values ob-

tained by each token in the whole network from the weights in each part of the network
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(i.e., attention rollout and attention flow), assuming that attentions can be linearly com-

bined. Nevertheless, this linearity cannot be guaranteed.

The technique proposed by Chefer, Gur e Wolf (2021) leverages LRP (Layer-wise

Relevance Propagation) to overcome this limitation and summarize the attention weights

using information related to both the relevance and gradient. This method provides a

sound consolidation for attention weights. However, it has two limitations:

a) it highlights the tokens that most contributed to classifying a single instance

(i.e., instance-based interpretability) without mechanisms for an aggregated model-

oriented interpretation;

b) as the tokens may not have precise semantics in the domain and possibly compose

many different words, it may be hard to understand their meaning in the domain.

3.2.3 Final considerations

Table 3.2.3 summarizes the different described studies providing interpretability

mechanisms to BERT models. Notice that all of those works provide only instance-level

interpretability, except ours.

Table 3.1: Works proposing interpretability mechanisms for BERT models
Study Technique Consolidation Visualization Interpretability

Level
Sequence Classification

Explainer Integrated Gradients ✓ ✓ Instance

TransSHAP
(KOKALJ et al., 2021) SHAP ✓ ✓ Instance

Text + SHAP Explanation
(AYOUB; YANG; ZHOU, 2021) SHAP ✓ ✓ Instance

LRP
(CHEFER; GUR; WOLF, 2021) Attention-based ✓ Instance

Attention rolllout/fallback
(ABNAR; ZUIDEMA, 2020) Attention-based ✓ Instance

BERTViz
(VIG, 2019) Attention-based ✓ Instance

Our work Attention-based ✓ ✓ Model

This dissertation contributes to a better understanding of the role of attention

weights for interpretability by proposing a framework to assess the behavior of a stance

classifier based on BERT in terms of domain words’ contribution to classification. It

builds on the consolidated weights proposed in (CHEFER; GUR; WOLF, 2021) to pro-

vide model-level interpretability by revealing influential words that are meaningful in the

domain and proposing metrics to assess their influence on correct prediction.
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4 CASE STUDIES OF STANCES ON ISSUES ABOUT THE COVID-19

This chapter describes three case studies of stances on Twitter used to assess the

proposed method in Chapter 6.

4.1 Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic brought many discussions on social media. People used

these platforms to get informed, express their sentiments and emotions, or defend and

promote stances on topics related to COVID-19. Our research group investigated the

influence of political polarization on different COVID-19’s related issues in Brazil, such

as social isolation (EBELING et al., 2020b; EBELING et al., 2020a; EBELING et al.,

2021b) and vaccination (EBELING et al., 2021a; EBELING et al., 2022), expressed in

Twitter.

Considering the deep understanding developed through that research, we adopt

datasets related to COVID-19 issues in our experiments.

4.2 Case study 1: Social Isolation

This case study was presented and described in detail in (EBELING et al., 2020b;

EBELING et al., 2020a; EBELING et al., 2021b). It is based on the Brazilian scenario by

late March 2020, at the beginning of the pandemic in Brazil. It addresses the stances of

Brazilians about social isolation, the only known effective control action available back

then. The Brazilian Ministry of Health was in favor of social isolation, while President Jair

Bolsonaro was in favor of less strict measures, promoting the use of medicines without

scientifically proven efficacy (e.g., chloroquine). By March 2020, he promoted campaigns

on social networks against social isolation, such as “Brazil cannot stop", arguing that the

damages to the economy were more extensive than the health benefits.

The dataset in this case study is composed of tweets in Portuguese collected by

the end of March 2020. The tweets were labeled using representative hashtags for each

stance. The polarized labels (or classes) are:

• Chloroquinners: represented by hashtag #OBrasilNãoPodeParar (“Brazil cannot

stop"). This group is characterized by arguments stating that social isolation is
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not an effective solution due to the negative economic consequences.

• Quarenteners: represented by hashtag #OBrasilTemQuePararBolsonaro (“Brazil

must stop Bolsonaro"). This group is against the campaign “Brazil can not stop"

promoted by President Jair Bolsonaro. They believe that social isolation, as pro-

moted in other countries, is the only available solution known to mitigate the pan-

demic.

• Neutrals: represented by hashtags #FiqueEmCasa and #FicaEmCasa (variations of

“StayAtHome"). This group endorses social isolation in general. However, contrary

to the Qurenteners group, they do not express a political bias.

We performed a topic modeling process using BERTopic over the dataset to iden-

tify the topics and arguments most frequently discussed by each stance. These results

are summarized in Table 4.1, along with some statistics of the dataset in this case study.

Further details can be found in the original papers (EBELING et al., 2020b; EBELING et

al., 2020a; EBELING et al., 2021b)

Table 4.1: Social Isolation case study: number of tweets and arguments of the stances
Stance # Tweets Main arguments

Chloroquinners 74,395

concern on the economic impact of social isolation
praise and support for the president

minimization of COVID-19 health risks
rejection of the governors in favor of social isolation

rejection of the prospective presidential candidate João Dória

Quarenteners 31,060

fear of the fatal consequences of COVID
rejection of the president and his actions
criticism of pro-economy businessmen
rejection of the president’s supporters

Neutrals 201,499

discussion on measures to combat COVID-19
concern about the implications of social isolation

random discussions about everyday aspects of the pandemic
(e.g., entertainment, sentiment, etc)

4.3 Case study 2: Vaccination

This case study was presented in (EBELING et al., 2021a; EBELING et al., 2022).

It is set in the context of emerging news about the various phases of the COVID-19 vac-

cine. Throughout 2020, when vaccines were under development and testing, there was an

interest in several countries in securing their supply in the future. In Brazil, there were

partnerships between international laboratories and Brazilian research Institutes, such as
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the Chinese pharmaceutical company Sinovac and the Brazilian Butantan Institute, to

produce the vaccine “Coronavac". The governor of São Paulo, João Dória, endorsed this

cooperation initiative, some say for political reasons. As Bolsonaro and Dória were po-

tential candidates for the 2022 Presidential elections, the antagonism between them and

their followers grew enormously on social networks.

The dataset in this case study comprises tweets written in Portuguese between

January 2020 and April 2021, covering all phases of vaccine development, up to their ap-

proval and application to the population. These tweets were labeled using representative

hashtags for each stance. These stances are described below:

• Pro-vaxxers: represented by the hashtags #EuVouTomarVacina, #VacinaBrasil,

#VacinaÉAmorAoPróximo, #VacinaJá, #VacinaNoBrasil, #VacinaParaTodos,

#VacinasPelaVida, #VemVacina and #VacinaUrgenteParaTodos. This stance is in

favor of vaccination and uses hashtags to support vaccination programs (e.g., Vac-

cinesForLife) and to raise awareness about its urgency (e.g., VaccineNow)

• Anti-vaxxers: represented by hashtags #EuNãoVouTomarVacina, #VacinaNão,

#VacinaObrigatóriaNão and #NãoVouTomarVacina. This stance is against COVID-

19 vaccination and uses hashtags that express no intentions to get vaccinated

(IWontTakeVaccine) or against mandatory vaccination to reach community immu-

nization.

• Anti-sinovaxxers: represented by hashtags #VachinaNão, #VacinaChinesaNão,

#VachinaObrigatóriaNão, #VachinaNãoPresidente. This stance is specifically

against Coronavac, referred to as “the Chinese vaccine” or the diminishing expres-

sion “vacchina”. Although it could be regarded as an anti-vax stance, the arguments

endorsing this position are more politically motivated.

We performed a topic modeling process also using BERTopic to identify the main

arguments discussed by each stance. These stances’ arguments, along with the number

of tweets, are summarized in Table 4.2. Further details can be found in the original stud-

ies (EBELING et al., 2022; EBELING et al., 2021a).
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Table 4.2: Vaccination case study: number of tweets and arguments of the stances
Stance # Tweets Main arguments

Pro-Vaxxers 19,363

joy and gratitude for vaccines
expectation for getting vaccinated as soon as possible
praise for science and Brazilian Public Health System

strong criticism of Bolsonaro and the government’s actions

Anti-Vaxxers 25,371

individual choice
opposition to mandatory vaccination

criticism towards the governors’ "dictatorship"
rage against STF ruling (constitutionality)

support to the president and Federal Government

Anti-Sinovaxxers 15,010

opposition to mandatory vaccination
distrust and rejection of Coronavac

mistrust/prejudice against the "Chinese" origin
opposition to Dória
praise to Bolsonaro

4.4 Case study 3: Chloroquine/Hydroxychloroquine

This case study comes from a dataset presented in (MUTLU et al., 2020).

It is focused on discussions on Twitter about the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly

chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine-related topics. On the one hand, there were people in

favor of the use of hydroxychloroquine to combat COVID-19, motivated by different

events such as the publication of preliminary results on its use as a treatment for COVID-

19 patients, news in the USA about the purchases of hydroxychloroquine sulfate tablets

by the Department of Veterans Affairs, publications of questionable origin about the ef-

fectiveness of the drug or even fake news widely shared on social networks. On the other

hand, there were people against using those drugs. They rejected the news shared on so-

cial networks, grounded on the FDA’s claims and scientific recommendations, expressing

clear opposition to chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine.

This dataset was collected in April 2020 and contains tweets in English. The

labeling process was manual, following a set of guidelines described in the original paper.

The stances in this case study are:

• Pro-Chloroquine: this stance expresses support for hydroxychloroquine either di-

rectly (e.g., by promoting its use) or indirectly (e.g., by commenting on its benefits).

• Anti-Chloroquine: this stance is against the use of hydroxychloroquine. These peo-

ple do not usually express a personal opinion but tend to include URLs of news or

studies on the ineffectiveness of this drug.

• Neutrals: this stance has not a clearly defined position for or against the drug. They
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usually express doubts about opinions on social networks, ask questions to learn

more about the subjects, or express themselves in a neutral tone.

The original study has only included a frequency analysis of the most frequently

used words for each stance to describe the behavior underlying these stances. As a com-

plement, we applied a topic modeling process using BERTopic to gain better insights on

these issues, reproducing the method previously applied in our previous research. Ta-

ble 4.3 describes the number of tweets and the main arguments found for each stance.

Table 4.3: Chloroquine/Hydroxychloroquine case study: number of tweets and arguments
of the stances

Stance # Tweets Main arguments

Pro-Chloroquine 3,713

support to the use of hydroxychloroquine
praise and support for Trump

distrust of the FDA
rejection to journalists disagreeing with Trump

Neutrals 2,112

concern on published clinical trials
concern about the drugs’ promotion by the White House

references to India, which made an export ban
discussion about the drugs’ use in malaria treatments

Anti-Chloroquine 3,901

rejection of hydroxychloroquine
endorsement to FDA

rejection to Trump and Fox News
allegations of secret financial interests

4.5 Final considerations

This chapter described the three case studies used in this paper. Each of them

presents stances on various issues around the COVID-19 pandemic. In our research, we

derived different data sets for each case study to assess our solution through a number of

experiments, further detailed in Chapter 6.
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5 FRAMEWORK FOR INTERPRETABILITY OF BERT-BASED STANCE CLAS-

SIFICATION

This chapter presents the proposed framework for the interpretability of BERT-

based models for stance classification. In the following sections, we first provide an

overview of the framework, highlighting its main contributions. Then, each component

is presented in detail. Finally, we illustrate how the proposed metrics could be used to

interpret a stance classification model.

5.1 Overview

The main goal of the proposed framework is to interpret the predictions obtained

at model-level, by identifying the words that contributed the most to the correct prediction

of stances based on the consolidation and aggregation of the attention weights assigned to

tokens at the instance-level. This framework targets users who do not necessarily have a

strong knowledge of the internal workings of BERT but want to understand why the model

is making such predictions. The striking features of our solution for interpretability are:

• assignment of attention weights to the original words, based on the tokens scores,

to be able to interpret the model in terms of domain-related concepts;

• model-level interpretability by the aggregation of attention weights in a set of pre-

dictions, through the concept of Absolute Attention (AA);

• quantification of the contribution of words with high attention scores to correct

classification, through the concepts of Influential Words (IWs), Positive Influential

Words (PIWs) and Proportional Attention Weight (PAW).

As shown in Figure 5.1, the framework is divided into two phases:

a) prediction of stances using a BERT-based model and collection of the consolidated

tokens’ attention weights;

b) identification of the most influential words for the models’ predictions through the

calculation of proposed attention metrics (i.e., AA, PAW).

The proposed framework requires a labeled dataset. Part of this dataset (i.e., the

training and validation sets) will be used to create a stance classification model. The other
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the framework for interpretability of BERT-based stance classi-
fication

part (i.e., the test set) will be used to make predictions and gather attention weights that

will serve to assess the model’s performance and identify the words that were more influ-

ential for the classification (i.e., Influential Words), particularly the ones that influenced

the correct predictions (i.e., Positive Influential Words).

The framework was developed and assessed considering tweets. Its generalization

regarding other documents needs to be further investigated.

Figure 5.2 presents a running example to follow during the explanation of our

framework. The remaining of this chapter will describe in detail each phase and illustrate

the use of our proposal through a proof of concept.

Figure 5.2: Transformations from tweets to attention weights of words
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5.2 Prediction of stances using BERT

The main objective in this phase is to collect, using a test dataset, the input tokens,

their attention weights, and predicted labels for them. It is divided into two main tasks:

• Training a BERT stance classification model, as a requirement for applying the

proposed method (Figure 5.3);

• Collection of the evaluation data (i.e., predictions) to identify the influential words

for the stance classification (Figure 5.4).

This phase is illustrated through the example in Figure 5.2.(a), using the tweets

“não vou tomar vacina" and “vacina mata".

5.2.1 Training a BERT stance classification model

First, a dataset of labeled tweets containing stances around a topic in discussion

is required. This dataset needs to be preprocessed to avoid introducing bias and not cor-

rupting the model. Preprocessing can be done using typical actions such as removing

mentions/URLs/special characters, lower-casing, and discarding short tweets. If hashtags

were used to crawl the data and determine the stances, they should also be deleted to avoid

bias. Then, this dataset should be divided into two subsets: the training/validation dataset

and the test dataset.

Each instance in the training/validation dataset should be transformed into a set

of tokens using BERT Tokenizer. As described in Section 2.1.2, each BERT pre-trained

model has its tokenizer that uses its own vocabulary of words. If a word in the input text

is also contained in the model’s vocabulary, it is considered a single token; otherwise,

it is divided into tokens (e.g., “vacina” or “va”, “##ci” and “##na”). For example, in

Figure 5.2.(a), “vacina mata" is transformed into the tokens “va", “##ci”, “##na”, “ma”,

“##ta”.

As depicted in Figure 5.3, the BertForSequenceClassification model is fine-

tuned/trained using this dataset of tokens and labels to produce a more robust model for

stance classification on the domain of the training dataset.
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Figure 5.3: Training a BERT stance classification model

5.2.2 Collection of the evaluation data

The fine-tuned stance classification model is integrated into the LRP model previ-

ously described in Section 3.2.2.2. As presented in Figure 5.4, this integration is done by

passing the stance classification model’s configuration details and fine-tuned embeddings

to the LRP model, which internally possesses a BertForSequenceClassification instance

that will use this information to perform the stance classification.

This task consists in obtaining a set of predictions. To that end, a test set needs

to be preprocessed and tokenized in the same way as described in Section 5.2.1. Then,

it is passed to the LRP model, which will output both the predictions and the attention

weights of each token in the input instances of the test dataset. Those values accompany

the original input instance (i.e., a set of tokens), so they can be used for the next phase of

the framework.

The result of this task is depicted at the bottom of the running example in Fig-

ure 5.2.(a), where there is a correct and an incorrect prediction. It is also possible to see

that each token is accompanied by its attention weight. All the tokens and weights in an

instance are accompanied by their respective predicted label.

5.3 Attention-based Interpretability

In this phase, our framework aims to identify the most influential words for the

classification of instances, particularly those that contributed the most to the correct pre-

dictions performed by the model. Unlike related work (ABNAR; ZUIDEMA, 2020;

CHEFER; GUR; WOLF, 2021; VIG, 2019; KOKALJ et al., 2021; AYOUB; YANG;
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Figure 5.4: Collection of the evaluation data

ZHOU, 2021), this identification is made at model-level by aggregating the instances col-

lected attention weights in the previous phase of the framework. The tasks in this phase

are:

• Aggregation of tokens’ attention (Figure 5.5);

• Calculation of model-level word attention (Figure 5.6);

• Identification of IWs and PIWs (Figure 5.7).

The inputs are the tokenized tweets of the test dataset, accompanied by their re-

spective attention weights and the predicted labels for each instance, obtained as described

in Section 5.2.2. This process can also be followed through the running example in Fig-

ure 5.2.(b) from bottom to top.

5.3.1 Aggregation of tokens’ attention

First, it is necessary to aggregate tokens into the words from which they were ini-

tially extracted. Also, each recomposed word should have an attention weight calculated

from the attention weights of those tokens that compose them. Figure 5.5 illustrates this

process. This step is necessary because, contrary to words, tokens are not necessarily

meaningful. Their relevance to the domain can only be analyzed when the context of

the word containing them is identified. In addition, the same token can be part of more

than one word. For instance, none of the BERT pre-trained models for the Portuguese

language contained the word “vacina” (vaccine), and tokens such as “va” or “ci” were

assigned high attention weights. Thus, each tweet calculates the attention of its words

based on the average of the tokens composing each one of its words. Considering the
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tokenized tweets of the running example (Figure 5.2.(a)), tokens are traced back to the

original words (“vacina", “mata"), using the token’s average attention weight in the re-

spective tweets (bottom of Figure 5.2.(b)).

Notice that the scores assigned to words are restricted to their respective tweets

(i.e., there are not model-related scores for each word at this point). Consider the example

in Figure 5.5, in which there are three tweets, two of them using the word “vacina”. This

word has a particular score in each tweet, based on the attention weights assigned to its

tokens in each prediction.

Figure 5.5: Tokens to words: attention aggregation

5.3.2 Calculation of model-level word attention

In order to evaluate the model’s behavior in terms of the most influential words, it

is necessary to aggregate the instance-level attention weights of each word into a single

word-related attention weight regarding the entire test dataset. This process is depicted

in Figure 5.6. We propose the metric Absolute attention (AA), which uses the average

of the words’ attention weights in all of the instances of the test dataset, multiplied by

one hundred. High values of absolute attention could be due to the representativeness

of words in terms of frequency, which is assumed as important for classification pattern

identification1.

Another proposed metric is the Proportional Attention Weight (PAW), used to

evaluate the contribution of words in the incorrect and correct predictions. The PAW for

correct predictions (i.e., Positive PAW) considers the sum of the attention weights only in

the correctly classified instances divided by the number of predictions multiplied by one

hundred. Likewise, the PAW for incorrect predictions (i.e., Negative PAW) only considers
1In a preliminary work (SÁENZ; BECKER, 2021) we also experimented with Relative attention using

only the tweets that contained the words, but it did not achieve acceptable results
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the sum of weights in the misclassified instances. If the Positive PAW of a given word

meets some threshold, we can assert it contributes to correct classification. Otherwise,

despite its high value, it confuses the classifier, contributing to the misclassification of

instances in practice. Section 5.3.3 further discuss this threshold and how it is calculated.

Given that high AA scores can be assigned to stop words, and those do not con-

tribute to the model’s interpretability, they should be removed using some pre-defined list

(e.g., NLTK Python library2). In the running example of Figure 5.2.(b), it is possible to

see that words “não” e “vou” are discarded. Notice that the word “vacina” is the one with

the greatest AA with a score of 21. Its Positive PAW is 8, and its Negative PAW is 13,

adding up to its AA.

Figure 5.6: Calculation of model-level word attention

5.3.3 Identification of IWs and PIWs

The IWs (i.e., Influential Words) are the words with the highest AA values. They

are influential as they received the highest aggregated attention weights (i.e., AA) among

all the words in the test set by the BERT model for stance classification. In the example

in Figure 5.2.(b), “vacina” is the IW that has the highest absolute attention. The IWs are

influential words for the model’s decision-making, despite not necessarily positively in-
2https://www.nltk.org/
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fluencing the correct classification, since it is possible to find them predominantly among

wrong predictions.

A key issue is whether there is a minimum value for the AA of a word to consider

it positively influences the correct predictions. The previously described PAW metric de-

fines the proportion of the AA in correct and incorrect predictions and can help determine

which words contributed positively to the correct classification or negatively to misclassi-

fication. However, given that Positive and Negative PAW add up to the AA, it is necessary

to determine in what proportion, at least, should the Positive PAW be part of the AA to

state that the word has a positive influence. This measure of minimum Positive PAW tol-

erance can be considered as a threshold. We named this threshold the Minimum Positive

Attention (MPA).

The MPA is different for each word, given that each words’ attention metrics (e.g.,

AA, Positive/Negative PAW) are also different. It also needs to consider the distribution

of the correct and incorrect predicted instances. Thus, it should be defined according to

the properties of the model as a whole. In that sense, the threshold for a model with good

performance should be higher compared to models with inferior performance. There-

fore, the MPA is defined according to a performance metric of the model, such as the F1

measure or accuracy.

Consider the example in Figure 5.7, where the model has accuracy of 66%. Hence,

the MPA of “vacina” and “tomar” are 21.9 and 10.9, respectively. Those values are ob-

tained by taking the proportion defined by the accuracy (0.66) of the AA of those words

(33.3 for “vacina” and 16.6 for “tomar”). Words with a Positive PAW that equals or

exceeds this value are called Positive Influential Words (PIWs).

Back to the running example of Figure 5.2, we observe the model has an accuracy

of 50%, and hence the MPA for each word is 50% of the AA. In this example, only the

word “tomar” is considered a PIW, given that its PAW (4.3) exceeds its MPA threshold

(2.15). The word “vacina”, although being an IW with high AA and meaningful in the

domain, proportionally contributed more to the misclassification.

By identifying IWs and PIWs, users can better understand the decisions made

by BERT models for stance classification and determine which terms characterize and

differentiate the stances the most. The IWs are the most influential words for the classifier

model, helping it make the predictions. At the same time, the PIWs are the most influential

words for correctly classifying instances, helping to distinguish between the polarized

classes.
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Figure 5.7: Identification of IWs and PIWs

5.4 Proof of concept

This section illustrates how a user could use the proposed metrics to assess the

words’ influence on the correct predictions of stances. Consider a dataset representing

stances on COVID-19 vaccination, like the one described in Section 4.3. The user, a

person developing a stance classification model, has to perform the following tasks:

• prepare a training/validation dataset to fine-tuning a stance classification model, as

described in Section 5.2.1;

• prepare a test dataset and collect the evaluation data, as described in Section 5.2.2.

Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 presents some visualization tools that could be explored

by the user to assess and interpret the model. The user can select the number of words to

assess in all cases. In our examples, the user has selected the top-10 words according to

the metrics examined.

Figure 5.8 presents a stacked horizontal bar chart with the top-10 IWs in this case

study. Each bar represents a word’s AA divided by its respective Positive PAW (blue) and

Negative PAW (red). A black square inside each bar represents the MPA threshold. In

this way, the user can identify the PIWs by looking for the bars where the MPA threshold

square is within the blue region. For example, in the Figure, the word "tomar" (take),

despite being an IW with the highest AA, does not positively contribute to the predictions,

as its MPA threshold square is inside the red region of the bar. All the other words are

considered PIWs, such as "presidente" (president), "china", "foradoria" ("Doria out"),
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"vachina" ("vacchina"), etc. These results are consistent with our case study explained in

Section 4.3.

Figure 5.8: Stacked horizontal bar chart visualization

Figure 5.9 presents the top-10 PIWs in the case study. It shows two graphs, a

horizontal bar chart containing each word with its corresponding Positive PAW and a word

cloud of the PIWs presented in the graph. Both visualizations allow the user to compare

PIWs’ Positive PAW and identify the ones more related to the stances. In particular, the

word cloud allows the user to focus on the words without dealing with the associated

scores. In the example, "presidente" is the PIW with the highest Positive PAW with a

great difference against the rest. The next graph will present a more in-detail view of this

word’s attention.

The user can inspect a word in more detail by selecting it from the horizontal bar

chart. Figure 5.10 presents the details of the words "presidente", "eunaovoteinostf" ("I did

not vote for the STF"), and "covid" in terms of the metrics AA and PAW. In all the figures,

at the top, it can be seen the raw score and proportion of Positive/Negative PAW, which

adds up to its AA. On the right, there is an icon and a message highlighting if the word is

or is not a PIW. In all these cases, the icon is a checkmark as these words are, in fact, PIWs.

Finally, a pie chart displays the AA distribution in the predicted stances at the bottom left

of the figures. This distribution is calculated by adding the words’ attention obtained on

instances predicted as each stance and comparing the result with the total obtained. For

the word, in Figure 5.10.(a), "presidente" it can be noticed that most of its AA, by far, is

obtained in the instances predicted as Anti-sinovaxxers meaning that this word is closely
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Figure 5.9: Horizontal bar chart and word cloud visualizations

related to this stance. This is consistent with the case study, as Anti-sinovaxxers support

and praise the president. For the word "eunaovoteinostf", in Figure 5.10.(b), most of its

AA is obtained from the Anti-vaxxers stance, which also suits this stance’s argument of

rage against STF ruling (constitutionality). The word "covid", in Figure 5.10.(c), receives

most of its AA from the Pro-vaxxers stance, which matches the Pro-vaxxers argument of

praise for science by mentioning this word in their discussions.

The visualizations proposed in this section illustrate the use of the metrics as proof

of their value for interpretability. Many other alternative visualizations and local interpre-

tations can be derived from our framework to produce additional insights.
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Figure 5.10: Word details visualization

(a) "presidente"

(b) "eunaovoteinostf"

(c) "covid"
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6 EXPERIMENTS

This chapter describes in detail the experiments developed to assess our proposed

framework. It enumerates the objectives defined for the proposed objectives, describes

the datasets and models used, and explains the general method followed in all the experi-

ments. We also detail how each research question was addressed and the derived results.

6.1 Objectives

We designed five experiments to evaluate our proposed interpretability framework

for BERT-based stance classification. Each experiment answered a research question by

addressing a specific aspect of the framework. The experiments, their related research

question, and their objectives are:

• Experiment #1: Does the BERT pre-trained model influence the results? The use of

attention weights as the basis for interpretability can only be reliable if the results

generalize and are similar across multiple pre-trained models. We investigated this

issue considering the multiple options available for the Portuguese language.

• Experiment #2: Do the words with the highest absolute attentions (IWs) contribute

to the correct predictions? The interpretability framework can be useful only if it

helps identifying and assessing the words that influence the correct predictions. We

investigated the relationship between (high) attention scores and correct classifica-

tion.

• Experiment #3: Are the IWs representative of the domain and stances? The IWs can

only be used as the basis for interpretability if they are representative and meaning-

ful concerning the stances expressed, contributing with insights for understanding

the model’s predictions.

• Experiment #4: Does the vocabulary in the BERT pre-trained model affect the qual-

ity of the results? BERT pre-trained models depend on the dictionaries, which dic-

tate if a word needs to be broken down into smaller tokens. The interpretability

framework traces tokens back to the original words whenever necessary so that the

results should be comparable regardless of the completeness of the dictionary used.
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• Experiment #5: How does the proposed interpretability framework compare to

Captum’s Sequence Classification Explainer? We believe that our interpretability

framework using attention weights is valuable if its results are at least comparable

to the results obtained using the Sequence Classification Explainer method of the

Captum package.

6.2 Datasets and Models

We derived six datasets from the ones described in the case studies (Chapter 4).

The datasets were constructed using a random sample of the tweets from each case study

and were preprocessed by performing the actions listed in Section 5.2.1. Due to computa-

tional reasons and to maintain comparable results, each derived dataset has 6000 instances

evenly distributed in the classes. By deriving more datasets, the results obtained can be

further generalized.

For the Vaccination case study (Section 4.3), three variations of the original dataset

were produced:

• V-DS1: contains a sample of the three stances presented in the original case study;

• V-DS2: contains a sample of two stances, namely the Pro-vax stance and the "anti-

Chinese vaccine" stance (Anti-Sinovax);

• V-DS3: contains two stances, namely the Pro-vaxxers and the combination of Anti-

Sinovax and Anti-Vax stances. This choice was made since there are similar argu-

ments used in both of them (EBELING et al., 2022).

For the Social Isolation case study (Section 4.2), two variations from the original

dataset were produced:

• SI-DS1: contains a sample of the three stances presented in the original case study;

• SI-DS2: contains a sample of two stances, namely the Chloroquinners and Quaren-

tineers, discarding the neutral class, which was originally created for control pur-

poses (EBELING et al., 2022).

The Hydroxychloroquine case study had only one derived dataset (H-DS) con-

taining the three stances already described in Section 4.4.
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Each derived dataset was randomly divided into three subsets: training set (72%),

validation set (8%), and test set (20%). The former two were used for the training pro-

cess of the stance classification models, and the test set served to address the research

questions.

Then, we developed 16 stance classification models by fine-tuning pre-trained

BERT models. Models were chosen for the English and Portuguese languages, as detailed

in Section 2.1.1. Large models (e.g., BERT large) were not adopted as their comparison

would not be fair with models created with less computational resources.

Table 6.1 details the datasets, stances, number of tweets, and the pre-trained mod-

els used for each case study. All the code related to the data preprocessing and each of

these experiments is available in a public repository1.

Table 6.1: Datasets and pre-trained models used
Datasets compositions BERT pre-trained Models

Case Study Dataset Stance # Tweets BERTimbau BERT M.
Cased

BERT M.
Uncased BERT

Vaccination

V-DS1
Anti-sinovaxxers 2,000

✓ ✓ ✓Anti-vaxxers 2,000
Pro-vaxxers 2,000

V-DS2
Anti-vaxxers 3,000

✓ ✓ ✓
Pro-vaxxers 3,000

V-DS3
Anti-sinovaxxers
∪ Anti-vaxxers 3,000

✓ ✓ ✓
Pro-vaxxers 3,000

Social Isolation
SI-DS1

Chloroquinners 2,000
✓ ✓ ✓Neutrals 2,000

Quarentineers 2,000

SI-DS2
Chloroquinners 3,000

✓ ✓ ✓
Quarentineers 3,000

H-DS H-DS
Anti-Chloroquine 2,000

✓Neutrals 2,000
Pro-Chloroquine 2,000

6.3 General Method

A key issue in the experiments is determining a minimum absolute attention score

that could be considered for a token/word to be influential in the model’s classification. By

examining the distribution of the words’ AA for all the datasets and models, we observed

that, in general, higher scores (AA greater than or equal to 0.5) could be identified only

among the top 70 words, at most; otherwise, the values are quite low.

We also observed that the IWs/PIWs attention scores tend to decrease for different

ranges similarly, regardless of the model and dataset under analysis. For example, con-

1https://github.com/cacsaenz/attention-based-interpretability
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sidering a BERTimbau model trained on the V-DS1 dataset, the AA for the 50th, 100th,

250th, and 500th IW were 0.310, 0.200, 0.100, 0.057, respectively. These values for each

range are very similar to the other models trained in the different datasets. Therefore, all

the experiments were performed considering different ranges of top-n IWs/PIWs, where

n could take values [50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500].

Each experiment assessed specific baseline metrics to compare the proposed met-

rics and framework results according to the research questions. Spearman correlation

test was chosen to identify trends and verify the statistical significance of the results due

to the non-normal distribution of attention scores considering the distinct cut-off ranges,

with significance level al pha = 0.05. These statistical comparisons allow us to confirm

or refute the hypotheses in the experiments.

The ranking metrics described in Section 2.4.2 focus on sets of (relevant) docu-

ments. However, in the context of our work, they are applied to sets of (influential) words.

Those metrics will be used in the following experiments to assess our proposed method.

The stop words filtering step used the list of stop words available in the NLTK

library for Python.

6.4 Experiment #1: Does the BERT pre-trained model influence the results?

The first experiment seeks to determine whether a specific BERT pre-trained

model influences the results obtained in terms of performance and IWs. This compar-

ison is relevant considering the different pre-trained models for the Portuguese language.

It is assumed that if the performances of different models and their IWs in the same dataset

are similar, the proposed interpretability method is generalized, despite the BERT model

used, and it can be used to interpret the predictions.

6.4.1 Method

Models’ performance is assessed using the previously described metrics: accuracy

and weighted-average precision, recall, and F1. Those metrics are calculated for all the

trained models evaluated using the test subset of all the Portuguese datasets (V-DS1, V-

DS2, V-DS3, SI-DS1, and SI-DS2).

The difference in the IWs was analyzed by comparing the percentage of common
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IWs between every pair of models in each Portuguese dataset for the pre-defined cut-offs.

6.4.2 Results

Figure 6.1 presents the performance metrics results of all the evaluated models.

We observed that, for all metrics, the results are very similar among the models trained on

the same dataset, and no BERT pre-trained model consistently outperformed the others. In

addition, the performance of the classification models fined-tuned using BERT pre-trained

models to address the Portuguese language is not very different from the one using the

English BERT pre-trained model.

Figure 6.2 shows the intersections of the IWs between all pairs of combinations of

the three models in the five Portuguese datasets, considering the different ranges for top-n

IWs (i.e., top-50, top-100, ..., top-500). In general, we observed a significant intersection,

with values ranging from 46% (BERTimbau ∩ BERT-M uncased in the V-DS2) up to

71% (BERTimbau ∩ BERT-M cased in the SI-DS1). The medians variate between 53%

(BERTimbau ∩ BERT-M uncased in the SI-DS2) up to 64% (BERTimbau ∩ BERT-M

cased in the SI-DS1). The intersection is higher between BERTimbau, and BERT-M

cased because the former was trained in a cased corpus.

6.4.3 Discussion

This experiment revealed that, despite the differences in the attention weights as-

signed by each model, they do not influence the models’ performance. Also, there is a

high proportion of common IWs between the different pairs of models. Thus, it is possible

to state that the differences in pre-trained models tend not to create distortions.

6.5 Experiment #2: Do the words with the highest absolute attentions (IWs) con-

tribute to the correct predictions?

This second experiment determines if the IWs contribute to the correct predic-

tions. The intuition is that there is an influence of the AA value of the words on correct

predictions. We used two methods to make this assessment, detailed in the remaining of

this section:
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(a) the positive influence of IWs in the correct predictions made by the stance classifi-

cation model (PIWs);

Figure 6.1: Performance metrics results for the models on each dataset

(a) Accuracy

(b) Weighted Precision

(c) Weighted Recall

(d) Weighted F1
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Figure 6.2: IWs intersections for different cut-offs and models

(b) the influence of the IWs/PIWs on the prediction performance using the Leave-One-

Out (LOO) technique.

6.5.1 Positive influential words (PIWs)

6.5.1.1 Method

As mentioned in Section 5.3.3, defining a minimum Positive PAW of the AA to

consider an IW also a PIW is a challenge. Thus, we proposed the concept of MPA to allow

us to find PIWs. This assessment seeks to determine how predominant are the PIWs

in the different cut-offs of IWs and if high AA scores can be associated with a higher

contribution to the correct classification. For that purpose, for each IW, we calculated the

PAW in correctly predicted instances. Then, we verified if it exceeds the MPA threshold

based on the respective model’s performance so that the IW can also be considered a PIW.

Considering the similar values for the performance metrics due to the balanced datasets

in our experiments, the accuracy of each model was the metric used to establish the MPA

threshold.

We performed this analysis considering the cut-off ranges in each model to verify a

minimum attention value for such a relation and generalize the observed behavior. Finally,

the different cut-offs for each model were used to calculate the Spearman correlation

between the percentage of PIWs and the respective average word’s AA.
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6.5.1.2 Results

Figure 6.3 shows the percentage of PIWs for all models across the different cut-

offs. We can observe that the percentage is above 50% in all models with a single ex-

ception (SI-DS1 Bert-M uncased). Otherwise, the percentage ranges from 51% (top-150

V-DS1 BERT-M uncased) up to 82% (top-50 V-DS3 BERT-M cased). Also, we can notice

that the percentage variation is stable by the top-150 cut-off. Table 6.2 shows the correla-

tion analysis per model, where statistically significant correlations are highlighted in gray.

We observe that there is not a pattern of statistically significant correlation between the

average AA score of a cut-off and the percentage of PIWs.

Figure 6.3: Percentages of PIWs in different cut-offs, models and datasets

Hence, despite the significant proportion of IWs that are also PIWs, it is necessary

to refute the hypothesis that the higher the absolute attention, the more a word contributes

to correct classifications. However, PIWs are the most important words for correctly

classifying instances and the most valuable ones to understand what differentiates stances.

Finding high percentages of these words in sets of IWs implies that, at least proportionally,

IWs tend to be PIWs. More insights were obtained in the subsequent assessments.

6.5.2 Positive Leave-One-Out words (PLOO)

6.5.2.1 Method

The second assessment involved the LOO technique, used to assess feature influ-

ence in classifications in related works (JAIN; WALLACE, 2019; WIEGREFFE; PIN-
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Table 6.2: Spearman correlation results between IWs Avg. AA and Percentage of PIWs
Correlations in the different cut-offsDataset Model IWs Avg. AA vs. Percentage of PIWs

BERTimbau 0.4924 (p=0.1482)
BERT-M cased -0.9119 (p=0.0002)V-DS1
BERT-M uncased -0.5758 (p=0.0816)
BERTimbau 0.3333 (p=0.3466)
BERT-M cased 0.4985 (p=0.1425)V-DS2
BERT-M uncased 0.3951 (p=0.2584)
BERTimbau -0.9240 (p=0.0001)
BERT-M cased 0.5273 (p=0.1173)V-DS3
BERT-M uncased -0.8537 (p=0.0017)
BERTimbau -0.3697 (p=0.2931)
BERT-M cased -0.1033 (p=0.7763)SI-DS1
BERT-M uncased -0.9058 (p=0.0003)
BERTimbau -0.4559 (p=0.1854)
BERT-M cased 0.4756 (p=0.1647)SI-DS2
BERT-M uncased -0.8085 (p=0.0046)

H-DS BERT 0.9394 (p=0.0001)

TER, 2019). In short, it consists in performing multiple executions, each time removing

a given feature (word) from all the instances of the test dataset and executing the classi-

fication to verify the performance variation on the results. If the performance degrades,

the word contributes positively to the classification. In our work, we refer to these words

as Positive Leave-One-Out (PLOO) words. Otherwise, if the performance improves or is

maintained, the word has a negative contribution or is irrelevant for correct predictions.

We use the accuracy metric as the performance measure in our analysis. The

hypothesis is that a predominance of PLOO words within the IWs/PIWs subsets would

reveal that the interpretability framework finds influential words for the model’s perfor-

mance.

This technique was applied to all models, considering the IWs/PIWs for all the

cut-offs, obtaining the respective percentage of PLOO words in each case. Then, we

analyze the relationship between the percentage of PLOO words and the average word

attention within each cut-off using the Spearman correlation test.

6.5.2.2 Results

Figure 6.4 shows the percentages of PLOO words obtained in different cut-offs

for different datasets and models. It is possible to observe that the percentage of PLOO

words is consistently higher for all the models in the top-50 cut-off, ranging from 68%

(V-DS1 BERT-M cased) down to 40% (V-DS2 BERT-M uncased). These values tend to
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Figure 6.4: Percentage of PLOO words in different cut-offs, models and datasets

Table 6.3: Spearman correlation results between IWs/PIWs Avg. AA and Percentage of
PIWs

Correlations in the different cut-offs
Dataset Model IWs Avg. AA vs.

Percentage of PLOO
PIWs Avg. AA vs.

Percentage of PLOO
BERTimbau 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)
BERT-M cased 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)V-DS1
BERT-M uncased 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)
BERTimbau 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)
BERT-M cased 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)V-DS2
BERT-M uncased 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)
BERTimbau 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)
BERT-M cased 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)V-DS3
BERT-M uncased 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)
BERTimbau 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)
BERT-M cased 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)SI-DS1
BERT-M uncased 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)
BERTimbau 0.9758 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)
BERT-M cased 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)SI-DS2
BERT-M uncased 0.9879 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)

H-DS BERT 1.0000 (p=0.0000) 1.0000 (p=0.0000)

decrease as the number of words in the cut-off increases, revealing a relationship between

absolute attention and the percentage of PLOO words.

Table 6.3 shows the results of the Spearman correlation test between IWs/PIWs

AA scores and the percentage of PLOO words found. We found a strong positive corre-

lation in both cases. This correlation is even stronger when considering only the average

word attention of PIWs.

This assessment allows us to conclude that high word AA scores improve the

probability of a positive influence on the correct classification, as well as the probability

of a PIW being also a PLOO word.
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6.5.3 Discussion

These assessments provided evidence that the IWs and, more specifically, PIWs,

contribute to the correct classification of instances and, therefore, can help interpret the

model’s predictions. Although the hypothesis that high absolute scores are related to

correct predictions (PIW) was refuted, the analyses revealed that the higher the score, the

higher the probability of a word being a PLOO.

6.6 Experiment #3: Are the IWs representative in the domain and stances?

The third experiment assesses the representativeness of the IWs in the domain.

If the IWs are domain-representative and meaningful in terms of the arguments used by

the different stances, the interpretability framework can help understand the model’s de-

cisions and stances arguments. For this assessment, we used the TF-IDF index (term

frequency-inverse document frequency), which measures the relevance of words in doc-

uments. We also used c-TFIDF, an adaptation of TF-IDF proposed in BERTtopic, to

quantify the relevance of words per topic.

6.6.1 TF-IDF Influential Words

6.6.1.1 Method

The TF-IDF index is used to obtain the most influential words considering the

whole dataset (TF-IDF IWs) and identify their alignment with the IWs. The hypothe-

sis is that if the proposed method identifies domain-representative words, a significant

alignment should exist.

TF-IDF assigns a score to each word in a document, considering a corpus that in

our case are the sampled datasets. Hence, we averaged the TF-IDF index for each word

considering all the instances where the word appeared in order to create TF-IDF IWs, and

be able to compare them with the IWs.

We used the Precision@k and NDCG@k measures to compare the alignment of

IWs with TF-IDF IWs. The proportion of IWs within TF-IDF IWs was assessed with

Precision@k, where k represents different cut-off values. Also, we performed Spearman

correlation tests to determine the relationship between the words’ AA and TF-IDF IWs
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Figure 6.5: Precision@k of IWs and TF-IDF IWs distributions for different ranges, mod-
els and datasets

scores using the average AA within each cut-off.

NDCG@k measures rankings of k elements. We used it in this experiment to

compare the alignment of the AA scores in IWs with regard to TF-IDF IWs scores. We

assessed a smaller range of rankings [10, ..., 100] with small steps of 10 (i.e., 10, 20, 30,

..., 100) since we wanted to evaluate the differences for meaningful/higher AA scores.

Notice that NDCG@k does not penalize the absence of words in the rankings, possibly

leading to bias. Therefore, we introduced a penalty by assigning a score of 0 to words

that were not found within the TF-IDF IWs sets. The more the Values closer to 100%, the

more similar the rankings are.

6.6.1.2 Results

The boxplots in Figure 6.5 show the distribution of the Precision@k between IWs

and TF-IDF IWs, per model. It is possible to observe that the medians are high, fluctuating

between 0.63 (BERTimbau in SI-DS2) and 0.78 (BERT-M uncased in SI-DS1).

We illustrate the results using the Hydroxychloroquine case study (Section 4.4)

using Figure 6.6. Figure 6.6.(a) presents a word cloud of the IWs that are common to the

top-150 TF-IDF IWs for the stance classification model with the greatest Precision@k

results (i.e., BERT model trained with the H-DS dataset). In this figure, we observe

words aligned with the arguments summarized in Table 4.3. However, we identify that

some words can be related to multiple stances at the same time. That is the case of

"trump" (the biggest word in the figure), as well as "president" (in green, center left); both

are terms used by Pro/Anti Chloroquine stances. There are also several words common to

the three stances at the same time, such as "hydroxychloroquine" (in gray, bottom center),
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Figure 6.6: Word cloud of top-150 IWs/PIWs intersected with TF-IDF IWs in the H-DS
dataset using BERT

(a) Top-150 IWs and TF-IDF IWs

(b) Top-150 PIWs and TF-IDF IWs

"treatment" (in brown, top left), "covid" (in green, bottom left), "chloroquine" (in green,

top right) and "drug" (in gray, center right). There are also words related to specific

stances and particular events during the collection of the dataset, such as:

• "india" (in pink, top): Used by the Neutral stance, referencing the country from

which the (hydroxy)chloroquine was imported;

• "death" (in yellow, bottom right), "unproven" (in gray, center right): Used by the

Anti-Chloroquine stance when claiming that (hydroxy)chloroquine is dangerous for

COVID-19 patients and has unproven value;

• "success" (in orange, top center), "clinical" (in orange, top left), "effective" (in

orange, center right): Used by the Pro-Chloroquine stance claiming that clinical

trials results have proven the effectiveness of the drugs;
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Figure 6.7: NDCG@k of rankings based on AA vs. TF-IDF

• "fda" (in purple, bottom left), "fauci" (in pink, center right): Used by the Pro-

Chloroquine stance when referring to the FDA and Dr. Anthony Fauci, who rejected

the use of these drugs.

Figure 6.6.(b) presents the PIWs aligned with the top-150 TF-IDF IWs. Com-

pared to the one in Figure 6.6.(a), this word cloud reveals that the alignment in this case

is more restricted (i.e., there are fewer common words). However, we can identify that

many terms used by different stances simultaneously do not appear anymore. That is the

case of "trump", "president", "gov", "vaccine" or "virus", among others. These words

may confuse the model by being used to develop pro, against, and neutral arguments, and

they disappeared since PIWs are words that positively contributed to the correct classifi-

cation. We also highlight that the previously described words related to specific instances

in Figure 6.6.(a) are present in this word cloud also, as their contribution is positive to the

correct classification.

Finally, Figure 6.7 shows the distribution of NDCG@k for each model, dataset,

and range. The medians range from 0.86 (H-DS with BERT) to 0.99 (SI-DS1 with BERT-

M uncased). This strong alignment between both scores and the previous Precision@k

results allows us to conclude that although a few words are not influential according to

both metrics, the way those metrics rank the words is very similar.

6.6.2 BERTopic words

The works used as case studies have applied BERTopic to understand the

pro/against stances related to the COVID-19 context, which allowed us to obtain a deep

familiarity with the arguments and terms used by the distinct groups. Thus, this experi-

ment uses BERTopic’s c-TFIDF metric to expand the analysis on the representativeness of
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the IWs with regard to the obtained topics. c-TFID is a class-based version of TF-IDF, in

which it considers the number of classes (or topics) rather than the number of documents.

We assume that if the IWs are aligned to the words that represent the topics the most in

each stance, the proposed interpretability framework could identify words related to the

arguments expressed by the different stances.

6.6.2.1 Method

We gathered a list of relevant Topic Words (TWs) from the complete original

datasets described in Chapter 4. We used the original datasets since using the sampled

ones could introduce a bias in the results by limiting the domain to what was expressed

in the sample and reducing the number of topics represented. Hence, for each original

dataset, the following steps were performed:

a) for each stance, we applied BERTopic to obtain the 10 most important topics;

b) from each topic, we selected the top-10 most relevant words according to c-TFIDF,

excluding NLTK stopwords;

c) for each stance in each dataset, we combined the top-10 words of each topic, ob-

taining a single list per dataset.

The number of topics was defined experimentally. We found out that 10 topics

best represented the datasets. We chose 10 words per topic because this is the maximum

number of words per topic recommended by BERTopic authors to gather relevant words.

We obtained a total of 165 TWs for V-DS1, 99 TWs for V-DS2, 152 TWs for

V-DS3, 164 TWs for SI-DS1, 150 TWs for SI-DS2, and 169 TWs for H-DS using this

method. Since there were different counts of TWs for each dataset, we chose the R-

Precision metric to analyze how many of the IWs were also TWs, considering R equal to

the number of TWs in the dataset. As previously described, high values of R-Precision

indicate strong alignment with the arguments expressed by the stances.

6.6.2.2 Results

Figure 6.8 displays the distribution of R-Precision results for the different datasets

and models. We can observe that BERT-M uncased was consistently outperformed by

the other models. We find reasonable R-Precision values for the different models and
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Figure 6.8: R-Precision of IWs vs. TWs for each model and dataset

datasets, ranging from 0.29 (BERT-M uncased in SI-DS2) to 0.42 (BERT-M cased in

SI-DS1). Although the R-Precision values are not high, particularly if compared to the

ones obtained using TF-IDF IWs, we regard them as acceptable results since the TWs

are words associated exclusively with each polarized class’s top-10 most relevant topics

in the original dataset. Hence, many other arguments used to express stances may not be

well represented in the sample datasets from where the IWs were extracted, preventing a

more accurate assessment of the IWs that are also TWs.

We adopted the Social Isolation case study (Section 4.2) to interpret the encoun-

tered results. The word cloud in Figure 6.9.(a) presents the IWs that are also TWs for

the stance classification model with the greatest R-Precision (i.e., BERT-M cased in the

SI-DS1 dataset). Similar to the previous experiment, we identify several words aligned

with the arguments of the stances of this case study, detailed in Table 4.2:

• "presidente" (in orange, top center) and "bolsonaro" (in pink, center) are words

referencing the president Jair Bolsonaro, who was a central part of the discussion

about the social isolation measure;

• "bolsonarotemrazao" (in purple, bottom center), "bolsonarotemrazaosim" (in grey,

top center) and "boratrabalhar" (in brown, center left) are hashtags used by the

Chloroquinners to manifest support to the president;

• "forabolsonaro" (in purple, bottom left) and "bolsonarogenocida" (in green, bottom

center) are hashtags used by the Quarenteners as a sign of rejection of the Brazilian

president;

• "impeachmentdodoria" (in orange, top right) and "impeachmentdeedoria" (in pink,

top center) are words rejecting the prospective presidential candidate João Dória,

used mostly by the Chloroquinners;
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Figure 6.9: Word cloud of the IWs/PIWs that are also TWs in the SI-DS1 dataset using
BERT-M cased

(a) IWs and TWs

(b) PIWs and TWs

• "coronavirusnobrasil" (in orange, top right), "quarentena" (in green, bottom right)

and "covid" (in purple, top right) are words mostly used by the Neutrals as hashtags

to receive more attention and discuss other measures and implications of the social

isolation.

We also assessed the distribution of the PIWs that are also TWs in the SI-DS1

dataset using BERT-M cased, in the word cloud presented in Figure 6.9.(b). We can no-

tice that this visualization lacks words related to many stances simultaneously, such as

"presidente" and "bolsonaro" as they may confuse the model and contribute to misclas-

sification. We also identify the words closely associated with the arguments of the case

study, such as "bolsonarotemrazao" or "quarentena", among others.
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6.6.3 Discussion

These experiments proved that the IWs and PIWs are also distinctive and repre-

sentative in the domain. We found alignments between them and our proposed metrics

despite the distinct premises used to quantify baseline domain representativeness metrics,

such as TF-IDF and c-TF-IDF. The alignment is strong between our AA and TF-IDF im-

portance. Although the low percentages of IWs that are also TWs, these are encouraging

values due to the limited number of TWs we were able to collect (i.e., 10 words for each

10 topics of each stance) and the fact that they are obtained from the whole dataset and

not only the sampled one. Hence, our interpretability framework can be used to highlight

words influential for the stance classification and related to the domain and be able to

understand the arguments expressed by the stances.

6.7 Experiment #4: Does the vocabulary in the BERT pre-trained model affect the

quality of the results?

The proposed method in this research compensates for the lack of words in a

BERT pre-trained models’ vocabulary by tracing back tokens to the original words and

consolidating the tokens’ weights into word-related attention. This experiment assesses

if the completeness of the vocabulary (i.e., the contents and size) of a BERT pre-trained

model affect the quality of the results obtained. The hypothesis is that if the vocabulary

does not influence the quality of the results, then the method for producing word-related

attention scores is correct.

6.7.1 Method

We analyzed the proportion of IWs found in the vocabularies of the different

BERT models, using the different cut-offs. Using correlation tests, we compared the

average AA vs. the percentage of IWs in the model’s vocabulary to determine if the

greater the AA, the more probable an IW is part of the vocabulary. Then, we analyzed

the correlation between the average AA of the IWs with the percentage of PIWs found

among them to verify if the presence of a word in the vocabulary can influence the fact of

it being a PIW. In both tests, the lack of correlation would indicate that the framework to
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Figure 6.10: Percentage of IWs found in models vocabularies

recompose the words’ attention is correct.

6.7.2 Results

Figure 6.10 shows the percentage of IWs that can be found in each model’s vo-

cabulary for different cut-offs, datasets, and models. It is possible to see that at least 40%

of the IWs are present in the model’s vocabulary as complete words and not as subtokens.

We also observe that the English BERT pre-trained model has the highest percentages,

while the BERT-M uncased model provided the most complete dictionary for the Por-

tuguese language datasets. A clear upward/downward trend in the percentages cannot be

identified as the cut-off size increases.

Table 6.4 presents the statistical correlation test results between the average AA

and the percentage of IWs in vocabulary. It shows both positive and negative weak corre-

lations, with no consistent pattern. Also, it is possible to see that there is not a consistent

(positive or negative) statistically significant correlation between the number of PIWs and

the number of IWs in vocabulary.

The fact that there is no correlation between these pairs of variables becomes clear

when considering the performance of BERT-M uncased: despite it being the Portuguese

model that contains the largest number of IWs in its vocabulary, models derived from it in

general performed poorly in all the previous experiments (i.e., PIWs, PLOO words, IWs

that are TF-IDF IWs or TWs). Likewise, although the dictionary of the English model is

superior to the others, the corresponding stance classification model does not consistently

outperform the other models in these assessed aspects.
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Table 6.4: Spearman correlation results for the Percentage of IWs in vocabulary
Correlations in the different cut-offs

Dataset Model Avg. AA vs.
Percentage of IWs in vocabulary

Percentage of PIWs vs.
Percentage of IWs in vocabulary

BERTimbau -0.3939 (p=0.2600) -0.5714 (p=0.0844)
BERT-M cased -0.3333 (p=0.3466) 0.1763 (p=0.6261)V-DS1
BERT-M uncased 0.5152 (p=0.1276) -0.0545 (p=0.8810)
BERTimbau 0.5515 (p=0.0984) -0.1394 (p=0.7009)
BERT-M cased -0.7697 (p=0.0092) -0.4438 (p=0.1989)V-DS2
BERT-M uncased 0.0790 (p=0.8282) 0.0854 (p=0.8146)
BERTimbau 0.2025 (p=0.5748) -0.1969 (p=0.5855)
BERT-M cased -0.5897 (p=0.0728) -0.0486 (p=0.8939)V-DS3
BERT-M uncased 0.5046 (p=0.1369) -0.1804 (p=0.6179)
BERTimbau 0.7538 (p=0.0118) -0.0973 (p=0.7892)
BERT-M cased -0.0667 (p=0.8548) -0.2371 (p=0.5096)SI-DS1
BERT-M uncased 0.9879 (p=0.0000) -0.8875 (p=0.0006)
BERTimbau 0.1337 (p=0.7126) -0.1616 (p=0.6556)
BERT-M cased -0.3939 (p=0.2600) -0.7561 (p=0.0114)SI-DS2
BERT-M uncased 0.6261 (p=0.0528) -0.8598 (p=0.0014)

H-DS BERT -0.4316 (p=0.2129) -0.3951 (p=0.2584)

6.7.3 Discussion

Given that the degree to which a word could be considered an IW/PIW is not

related to its presence as a complete word in the BERT model’s dictionary, we conclude

that the dictionary size/content does not affect the results. Thus, the proposed framework

to recompose words’ attention scores is correct and compensates for the lack of words in

the models’ dictionaries.

6.8 Experiment #5: How does the proposed interpretability framework compare to

Captum’s Sequence Classification Explainer?

This last experiment aims to establish if the results obtained by the proposed

method are comparable to an alternative for interpretation of BERT models present in

the Captum package (i.e., the Sequence Classification Explainer). Such an alignment

would further indicate the value of attention weights for interpretability purposes.

6.8.1 Method

As described in Section 2.3.3, the Sequence Classification Explainer is designed

to value the words’ influence in single predictions using attribution scores. Those scores

range from −1 to 1.
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Since this experiment intends to compare our IWs against the words determined

as influential by this baseline method, only positive values were considered. In this way,

we evaluate only the positive relation between words and the predicted class. Thus, we

replaced all negative Captum values with zero. To be able to compare our aggregated

attention weight (i.e., the AA), we also created an aggregated attribution score for each

word considering the whole test set, referred to as Absolute attribution score.

First, we traced the tokens back into the original words using the same method

proposed to calculate the AA in Section 5.3.2. Then, we aggregated the attribution scores

by averaging each word’s score considering the set of instances in order to calculate the

Absolute attribution score. Words with the highest Absolute attribution score are consid-

ered the most influential ones for the classification (Captum IWs).

Precision@k and NDCG@k were used for the analysis using the same ranges and

steps as described in subsection 6.6.1.1, comparing IWs/PIWs with Captum IWs.

6.8.2 Results

Figure 6.11.(a) presents the Precision@k of IWs that are also Captum IWs. We

observe that the Precision@k value is always superior to 0.6, regardless of the k. No-

tice that, in general, the Precision@k tends to slightly decrease in the same way that the

average AA does. Similar behavior is identified in Figure 6.11.(b), which shows the Pre-

cision@k of PIWs that are also Captum IWs. The line chart in this figure also shows

correlations, although the values are slightly lower for PIWs (between 0.4 and 0.65).

The results of the Spearman tests presented in Table 6.5 reveal the existence of a

statistically significant positive correlation between the average AA of IWs and the Pre-

cision@k (highlighted in gray), with a few exceptions (BERT-M cased in V-DS1, V-DS2,

V-DS3 and SI-DS2, BERT-M uncased in V-DS1, and BERT in H-DS). Similar behavior

can be found in this table when comparing PIWs and Captum IWs, with a statistically

significant positive correlation in half of the cases and positive correlation in all the cases

except BERT-M uncased in SI-DS2.

The boxplots in Figure 6.12.(a) outline the distributions of the NDCG@k for

each model. The medians range from 0.92 (V-DS3 with BERT-M cased) to 0.99 (V-

DS2 with BERTimbau), revealing a significant alignment of these two scores. It com-

plements the previous Precision@N result in that, although some words are not at the

intersection of both methods, the relevance of the common words is ranked very similarly
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Figure 6.11: Precision@k of IWs/PIWs that are also Captum IWs

(a) Precision@k of IWs and Captum IWs

(b) Precision@k of IWs and Captum PIWs

by both methods. The NDCG@k scores were also high for the comparison with PIWs

(Figure 6.12.(b)), with medians between 0.81 (BERT in H-DS) up to 0.99 (V-DS2 with

BERT-M cased).

6.8.3 Discussion

The strong significant alignment between the proposed interpretability framework

and Captum’s Sequence Classification Explainer proved that our framework could find
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Table 6.5: Spearman correlation results between Precision@k of IWs/PIWs and Captum
IWs

Correlations in the different cut-offs
Dataset Model Precision@k of IWs

and Captum IWs
Precision@k of PIWs

and Captum IWs
BERTimbau 0.6848 (p=0.0289) 0.9240 (p=0.0001)
BERT-M cased 0.1030 (p=0.7770) 0.2249 (p=0.5321)V-DS1
BERT-M uncased 0.3497 (p=0.3219) 0.5046 (p=0.1369)
BERTimbau 0.6364 (p=0.0479) 0.4182 (p=0.2291)
BERT-M cased 0.6121 (p=0.0600) 0.8424 (p=0.0022)V-DS2
BERT-M uncased 0.7091 (p=0.0217) 0.6444 (p=0.0443)
BERTimbau 0.9394 (p=0.0001) 0.4255 (p=0.2202)
BERT-M cased 0.2121 (p=0.5563) 0.9515 (p=0.0000)V-DS3
BERT-M uncased 0.9152 (p=0.0002) 0.7333 (p=0.0158)
BERTimbau 0.9423 (p=0.0000) 0.9030 (p=0.0003)
BERT-M cased 0.7818 (p=0.0075) 0.1534 (p=0.6723)SI-DS1
BERT-M uncased 0.7212 (p=0.0186) 0.4545 (p=0.1869)
BERTimbau 0.8511 (p=0.0018) 0.5061 (p=0.1355)
BERT-M cased 0.1155 (p=0.7507) 0.7212 (p=0.0186)SI-DS2
BERT-M uncased 0.7576 (p=0.0111) -0.4182 (p=0.2291)

H-DS BERT -0.0909 (p=0.8028) 0.9152 (p=0.0002)

the words that contributed the most to the classification, leveraging only BERT’s atten-

tion weights. Despite a slight difference among the words considered as IW/PIW and

Captum IW, high AA scores increase the probability of a word being influential based

on both models, revealing the potential of AA word scores to interpret BERT models for

stance classification. Moreover, considering that the Sequence Classification Explainer

relies on complex computations that take more computational and time resources, and

focuses only on instance-level interpretability, we can affirm that our proposed is a more

useful interpretability solution as it can perform model-level interpretability relying solely

in BERT’s attention weights to obtain insights from the more influential words in the pre-

dicted instances.
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Figure 6.12: NDCG@k of IWs/PIWs rankings based on AA vs. Captum score

(a) NDCG@k of IWs AA and Captum

(b) NDCG@k of PIWs AA and Captum
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work proposed a framework for interpretability of BERT-based stance clas-

sification that finds the most (positive) influential words for the correct classification of

stances and uses them to understand the model decisions. It targets users who do not

necessarily have a strong knowledge of the internal workings of BERT but who want to

understand the reasons behind the model’s predictions.

Compared to related work, we developed a broader level of interpretability fo-

cused on the overall model behavior and influential words by using BERT’s attention

weights. The proposed concepts of Absolute Attention, Proportional Attention Weight,

and Minimum Positive Attention help identifying the words that most influenced on the

correct classifications.

We set up a broad experimental scenario involving three COVID-19 related case

studies. We derived six different datasets that, combined with four BERT pre-trained

models, allowed us to analyze the results of sixteen fine-tuned stance classification mod-

els. We obtained encouraging answers to our research questions and generalization evi-

dence for our findings. The main insights are:

(a) the choice of a specific BERT pre-trained model do not influence the results, which

confirms the generalization of our framework;

(b) high attention scores do not correlate with correct classification but improve the

probability of finding words that positively affect the model performance (PLOOs)

and influence the correct classification (PIWs);

(c) the IWs are representative of the domain, and the PIWs can be used to identify how

the model leverage the arguments expressed by the stances to perform a prediction;

(d) the vocabulary of a BERT model does not influence the results obtained using our

interpretability framework, and thus, our method to recompose tokens’ attentions

into words’ attention weights is correct;

(e) the results obtained using our attention-based framework for model-level inter-

pretability are comparable to baseline methods such as Captum’s Sequence Classi-

fication Explainer which relies on other features, additional complex computations

and is oriented only to instance-level interpretability.
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This research work resulted in two publications explicitly about the interpretability

framework:

• SÁENZ, C. A. C.; BECKER, K. Interpreting bert-based stance classification: a

case study about the brazilian covid vaccination. In: SBC (Ed.). XXXVI Simpósio

Brasileiro de Banco de Dados, 2021. [S.l.: s.n.], 2021. p. 12p.

• SÁENZ, C. A. C.; BECKER, K. Assessing the use of attention weights to inter-

pret bert-based stance classification. In: Proc. of the IEEE/WIC/ACM Interna-

tional Joint Conference on Web Intelligence and Intelligent Agent Technology,

WI/IAT 2021. [S.l.: s.n.], 2021

The framework emerged as part of our research project on the political polarization

on COVID stances, used in this dissertation as the case studies, which resulted in four

publications:

• EBELING, R.; SÁENZ, C.A.C.; et al. Analysis of the influence of political polar-

ization in the vaccination stance: the brazilian covid-19 scenario. In: Proc. of the

15th Intl. Conference on Web and Social Media (ICWSM) - To appear. [s.n.],

2022.

• EBELING, R.; SÁENZ, C.A.C.; et al. Quarenteners vs. chloroquiners: A frame-

work to analyze how political polarization affects the behavior of groups. In: Proc.

of the IEEE/WIC/ACM International Joint Conference on Web Intelligence

and Intelligent Agent Technology, WI/IAT 2020. [S.l.]: IEEE, 2020. p. 203–210.

• EBELING, R.; SÁENZ, C.A.C.; et al. Quarenteners vs. cloroquiners: a framework

to analyze the effect of political polarization on social distance stances. In: SBC.

Anais do VIII Symposium on Knowledge Discovery, Mining and Learning.

[S.l.], 2020. p. 89–96.

• EBELING, R.; SÁENZ, C.A.C.; et al. The effect of political polarization on social

distance stances in the brazilian covid-19 scenario. Journal of Information and

Data Management, v. 12, n. 1, p. 86–108, Aug. 2021.

We received two awards from our research work:

• Best Student Paper Award - Runner up (WI-IAT21) for the paper (SáENZ;

BECKER, 2021).
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• Best Paper Award (KDMiLe 2020) for the paper (EBELING et al., 2020b);

Finally, our earlier studies on the use of BERT and its applications on fake news

also resulted in publications:

• SÁENZ, C. A. C.; DIAS, M.; BECKER, K. Combining compact news represen-

tations generated using distilbert and topological features to classify fake news.

In: Anais do VIII Symposium on Knowledge Discovery, Mining and Learning.

Porto Alegre, RS, Brasil: SBC, 2020. p. 209–216. ISSN 2763-8944.

• SÁENZ, C. A. C.; DIAS, M.; BECKER, K. Assessing the combination of distil-

bert news representations and difusion topological features to classify fake news.

Journal of Information and Data Management, v. 12, n. 1, Aug. 2021.

This research still can be improved, and current limitations can be tackled by

future work involving:

• investigating additional metrics to identify the relevant and influential words in cor-

rect classifications to mitigate limitations;

• using our frameworks to other sets of tokens apart from words (uni-grams) such as

bi-grams or tri-grams;

• extending the comparison of IWs/PIWs with alternative interpretability methods

(e.g., TranShap);

• exploring other ways to define the MPA threshold to determine the IWs that can be

considered PIWs;

• examining local stance-related interpretability analysis using our framework;

• developing a tool for identifying influential classification words based on the pro-

posed framework and assessing its contribution in other interpretation scenarios.
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APPENDIX A — RESUMO EXPANDIDO

Modelos baseados na arquitetura Transformer, particularmente BERT (DEVLIN

et al., 2019), têm obtido resultados dentro do estado da arte em diferentes tarefas de Proce-

samento de Linguagem Natural (PLN), tais como classificação de textos, question answer-

ing ou tradução (YILMAZ et al., 2019; GHOSH et al., 2019; GIORGIONI et al., 2020;

KAWINTIRANON; SINGH, 2021; DAUDERT, 2021; WANG et al., 2021). A grande

variedade de modelos pré-treinados com corpora em vários idiomas (e.g., português, in-

glês), de diferentes tamanhos (e.g., base, large) e formatos (e.g., cased, uncased), permi-

tiu o desenvolvimento de modelos BERT que, por meio do ajuste fino usando conjuntos

de dados de domínio específicos, podem obter resultados com desempenho superior.

No entanto, os benefícios de desempenho do BERT vieram à custa

da interpretabilidade (TENNEY; DAS; PAVLICK, 2019; ROGERS; KOVALEVA;

RUMSHISKY, 2020). De acordo com Molnar (2019), interpretabilidade é o grau em

que uma pessoa pode entender os motivos de uma predicão produzida por um modelo de

aprendizado de máquina (Machine Learning - ML). A interpretabilidade tem por objetivo

fornecer aos usuários insights sobre os resultados obtidos por um modelo, o que pode aux-

iliar ainda mais na realização de modificações. Existem tentativas de adaptar técnicas de

interpretabilidade de ML existentes ao BERT, como TranSHAP (KOKALJ et al., 2021),

com base em SHAP (LUNDBERG; LEE, 2017); e Captum, que é baseado em Integrated

Gradients (SUNDARARAJAN; TALY; YAN, 2017).

Outra tendência tem sido utilizar pesos de atenção do BERT para fins de in-

terpretabilidade. Os pesos de atenção são fornecidos pelos mecanismos internos de

atenção que são centrais à arquitetura Transformer subjacente do BERT. Estudos man-

ifestaram opiniões contraditórias, destacando os prós e contras de usar esses valores

para interpretabilidade (JAIN; WALLACE, 2019; WIEGREFFE; PINTER, 2019; SER-

RANO; SMITH, 2019; VASHISHTH et al., 2019; BAI et al., 2021). Além disso, o BERT

possui internamente um grande número de pesos de atenção, o que dificulta sua inter-

pretação. Propostas existentes tentaram consolidar esses valores (ABNAR; ZUIDEMA,

2020; CHEFER; GUR; WOLF, 2021) ou fornecer uma forma de visualizá-los intuitiva-

mente (VIG, 2019). No entanto, estes trabalhos têm duas limitações principais. Primeiro,

eles são direcionados à interpretabilidade em nível da instância, dificultando a identi-

ficação de padrões nas previsões gerais feitas pelo modelo. Em segundo lugar, essas

técnicas se concentram em tokens, que geralmente são partes de palavras com pouco sen-
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tido em si, dificultando a compreensão dos pesos de atenção em termos de semântica no

mundo real.

Este trabalho aborda a classificação de posicionamentos, ou seja, a tarefa de identi-

ficar a posição (e.g., a favor, em contra) expressa por uma pessoa sobre um tema em avali-

ação (ALDAYEL; MAGDY, 2021), na qual os modelos baseados em BERT alcançaram

resultados estado da arte (GIORGIONI et al., 2020; KAWINTIRANON; SINGH, 2021).

Em particular, nosso grupo de pesquisa investigou posicionamentos sobre questões sub-

jacentes à pandemia de COVID-19 (e.g., vacinação, isolamento social) e como elas são

influenciadas pela polarização política (EBELING et al., 2020a; EBELING et al., 2021b;

EBELING et al., 2022). O objetivo principal do presente trabalho é investigar como os

mecanismos de atenção podem ser aproveitados para entender as predicões de polarização

feitas pelos modelos BERT.

O presente trabalho propõe um framework de interpretabilidade para identificar as

palavras mais influentes nas predicões. O framework é focado no modelo como um todo

e, assim, relaciona um escore de atenção (Atenção Absoluta) a palavras que são significa-

tivas dentro de um conjunto de documentos para identificar aquelas mais importantes para

a classificação (Palavras Influentes). Nós propomos uma métrica (Peso de Atenção Pro-

porcional) para identificar as palavras influentes que mais contribuem para a correta clas-

sificação das instâncias (Palavras Positivamente Influentes). O framework parte dos pesos

dos tokens coletados para cada instância de acordo com o método descrito em (CHEFER;

GUR; WOLF, 2021), e desenvolve um nível mais amplo de interpretabilidade:

• relacionando os pesos de atenção dos tokens às suas palavras originais para cada

instância;

• agregando os escores de atenção das palavras em instâncias individuais, criando

uma medida geral de influência das palavras em relação às previsões feitas pelo

modelo.

A.1 Contribuições da Dissertação

Com resultados preliminares apresentados em (SÁENZ; BECKER, 2021) e

(SáENZ; BECKER, 2021), as principais contribuições desta dissertação são:

• Um framework de interpretabilidade para identificar as palavras mais influentes

na classificacao de posicionamento usando modelos BERT, baseadado em pesos
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internos de atenção. Ao contrário dos trabalhos relacionados (CHEFER; GUR;

WOLF, 2021; ABNAR; ZUIDEMA, 2020; VIG, 2019), esta proposta fornece um

nível mais amplo de interpretabilidade focado no comportamento geral do modelo

em relação a um conjunto de dados de teste. Também agrega tokens em palavras que

podem ser semanticamente relacionadas ao domínio. Também propomos métricas

para medir a relevância delas em predições (corretas);

• Um amplo conjunto de experimentos quantitativos e estatísticos envolvendo difer-

entes estudos de caso, conjuntos de dados, modelos pré-treinados de BERT e métri-

cas para avaliar o framework proposto. Os resultados fornecem insights e padrões

valiosos que nos permitem generalizar nossos resultados, contribuindo com mais

evidências sobre o valor dos pesos de atenção para a interpretabilidade dos mode-

los BERT para a classificação de posicionamentos.

A.2 Principais Resultados Alcançados

Montamos um amplo cenário experimental envolvendo três estudos de caso rela-

cionados ao COVID-19 (EBELING et al., 2020b; EBELING et al., 2022; MUTLU et al.,

2020). Derivamos seis conjuntos de dados diferentes que, combinados com quatro mod-

elos pré-treinados de BERT, nos permitiram analisar os resultados de dezesseis modelos

treinados para a classificação de polarização. Obtivemos respostas encorajadoras para

nossas perguntas de pesquisa e evidências de generalização para nossas descobertas. Os

principais insights foram:

(a) a escolha de um determinado modelo pré-treinado de BERT, bem como o

tamanho/conteúdo do dicionário relacionado, não influenciam nos resultados;

(b) altas pontuações de atenção não se correlacionam com a classificação correta, mas

melhoram a probabilidade de encontrar palavras que afetam positivamente o de-

sempenho do modelo e influenciam a classificação correta ;

(c) as palavras influentes são representativas do domínio, e as palavra positivamente

influentes podem ser usados para identificar como o modelo utiliza os argumentos

expressos para predizer uma posição;

(d) o vocabulário de um modelo BERT não influencia os resultados obtidos usando

nosso framework de interpretabilidade;
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(e) os resultados obtidos por nosso framework usando pesos de atenção internos do

modelo para interpretabilidade são comparáveis aos métodos de linha de base, como

o Sequence Classification Explainer de Captum, que utiliza diferentes métricas de

contribuição.
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